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Sammanfattning 
 
Människans påverkan på växthuseffekten har under de senaste åren varit en mycket aktuell fråga. 

Det är många olika faktorer som bidrar till ett negativt avtryck på miljön, där ett stort bidrag 

kommer från sektorn bilindustri. Majoriteten av dagens bilar drivs på fossila bränslen som 

genererar skadande utsläpp på miljön. Att hitta nya alternativa bränslen som är förnyelsebara och 

energivänliga som kan ersätta de fossila skulle kunna leda till ett signifikant minskat avtryck på 

klimat och miljö. Att använda väte som bränsle och i synnerhet att driva fordonet på vätgas är ett 

av de alternativen då avgivna utsläpp endast består av vatten och varm luft, förutsatt att man 

använder sig av förnybar energi vid framställning av vätgasen.  

  

I bränsletanken återfinns ett högt tryck hos vätgasdrivna bilar, detta för att mer bränsle ska kunna 

förvaras och därmed öka antal mil möjliga att köra på en tank. Ett tryckfall är nödvändigt för att 

förse bränslecellen med vätgas vid rätt tryck, och för att uppnå högst möjliga verkningsgrad. Tesla-

ventilen har inga rörliga delar vilket medför ett brett spektrum av applikationer i industriella 

situationer på grund av dess uthållighetsegenskaper. För att kunna kategorisera prestandan och 

uppnå optimal effekt krävs förståelse om ventilens geometriska uppbyggnad. Med rätt geometri på 

Tesla-ventilens olika strukturparametrar kan man uppnå ett högt tryckfall, med andra ord en hög 

prestanda.  

 

I denna studie har tre olika geometriska parametrar hos Tesla-ventilen undersökts för att kunna 

dra slutsatser och etablera deras optimala värden för bästa prestanda. Parametrarna som varit av 

intresse är innerradien på kurvan av Tesla-ventilen, avståndet mellan flera sammankopplade 

ventiler och tvärsnittets utformning. Resultaten erhölls genom numeriska metoder av 

Computational Fluid Dynamics simuleringar i programmet ANSYS Fluent. Resultat visade att en 

liten innerradie och ett längre avstånd mellan flera sammankopplade ventiler gav upphov till högre 

tryckfall. Tvärsnitten som undersöktes var rektangulärt och cirkulärt, där det cirkulära visade en 

bättre förmåga av att effektivt sänka trycket hos fluiden. Slutsatser som drogs var att cirkulärt 

tvärsnitt var att föredra och att en liten innerradie och ett stort avstånd mellan ventiler optimerar 

prestandan hos Tesla-ventiler. 

 
Nyckelord: Decompression, Hydrogen gas, Tesla valve, No-moving parts, CFD, valve-to-valve 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

摘要 
 

在过去的几年里，人类对温室效应的影响一直是社会舆论中一个突出和争论的主

题。对环境造成负面影响的因素有很多，汽车便是其中之一。如今，大多数汽车依靠

化石燃料驱动，在这个过程中会造成有毒物质的排放。因此，对可再生与环境友好的

替代燃料的研究重要性愈发突出。氢，（更具体地说，氢气），由于燃烧产物只有

水，成为了一种可选的替代燃料。 

 

在氢燃料汽车的储氢罐中，往往设置高压以提高氢气储量并增加里程数。而为了

保证燃料电池高效运行，在储氢罐和燃料电池之间必须采取减压手段，这也使高效降

压成为了氢燃料汽车研究领域中的一个长期需求。特斯拉阀在没有活动部件的情况

下，允许流体沿一个方向流动，并限制其往相反方向流动。该概念在工业环境中具备

广泛的应用潜力，而理解特斯拉阀（的工作机理）对于表征设备性能非常重要。采用

最优几何形状的特斯拉阀，可以实现高压降，换言之高性能。 

 

本研究对特斯拉阀的三种结构参数进行了调查，得出了使特斯拉阀降压性能达到

最优时的参数值。所研究的三种参数分别是内部曲线半径，多级特斯拉阀中的阀间距

以及阀门的横截面。为了获得结果，使用计算流体动力学软件 ANSYS Fluent进行了数

值模拟。结果表明，与较大的半径相比，较小的内部曲线半径产生更高的压降。随着

多级特斯拉阀的阀间距增大，阀门降压性能提高。对横截面的研究中，比较了矩形截

面和圆形截面的特斯拉阀的降压性能，发现圆形截面的特斯拉阀降压性能更优。本研

究的最终结论是（在特斯拉阀设计中采用）圆形横截面，小的内部曲线半径和大的阀

间距可以提高装置性能。 

 

关键词: 压降；氢气；特斯拉阀；无可动阀芯；计算流体动力学；级间距 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Abstract 

The last couple of years, the footprint of humankind on the greenhouse effect has been a 

highlighted and debated topic. There are many contributing factors to the negative impacts on the 

environment, one of them being the sector of automobile. Today, most cars are driven on fossil 

fuel energy which produces toxic emissions. The search for replaceable alternative fuels is hence 

of importance and keys of demands are renewable energy and energy-friendly resources. Hydrogen 

as a fuel, in particular the hydrogen gas, is one of the options considering the only residues to be 

water and hot air, provided that the energy used in the hydrogen production comes from renewable 

sources. 

  

In the storage tank of cars fueled by hydrogen gas, a high pressure is set due to its advantages of 

opportunities of more storage and thus increased mileage of the tank. A decompression process is 

necessary to supply the fuel cell with hydrogen gas at the right pressure, and thus achieve highest 

possible degree of efficiency. The concept offers a wide set of application opportunities in 

industrial situations and understanding the valve is important for characterizing the performance 

on the device. Given correct and optimal geometry on the Tesla valve, a high pressure-drop could 

be achieved, in other words a high performance.  

 

In this study three geometric parameters were investigated in order to conclude their ideal value 

for optimizing the performance. The parameters of interest were the inner curve radius, the valve-

to-valve distance in a multi-stage Tesla valve and the cross-section of the valve. In order to obtain 

the results, a numerical study was conducted using simulations in a Computational Fluid Dynamics 

program, ANSYS Fluent. The results denoted that a small inner curve radius yielded the highest 

pressure-drop when comparing to larger radius’. The performance was enhanced with a large valve-

to-valve distance of the multi-stage Tesla valves and the findings of the cross-sections, which were 

chosen to be rectangular and circular of interest, displayed a superior performance for the circular 

cross-sections. Conclusions were drawn that circular cross-section is to prefer and that a small 

inner curve radius and large valve-to-valve distance yield an enhanced performance of the device. 

  
Key words: Decompression, Hydrogen gas, Tesla valve, no-moving parts, CFD, valve-to-valve 
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Nomenclature 
 

Symbols 

Character  Denomination   Unit 

Di  Diodicity   [-] 

∆pr  Reverse flow direction  Pa 

∆pf  Forward flow direction  Pa 

𝑃𝑆   Static pressure  Pa 

𝜌   Density for hydrogen gas 0.0813 g/mole 

𝑉   Volume   m3 

𝑃𝑇   Total pressure  Pa 

𝜈   Velocity   m/s 

𝑔   Gravitational force 9.82  m/s 

ℎ   Height   m 

𝑃𝐹𝐿     Sum of local flow resistance  N/m2 

𝑚   Mass   kg 

𝑡   Time   s 

𝑆   Control volume  [-] 

n  Direction of normal  [-] 

𝐟   External force  N/m3 

𝐹   Force   N 

𝐶   Courant number  [-] 

𝑢   Velocity   m/s 

𝑥   Distance   m 

γ   Aspect ratio   [-] 

D   Depth   m 

W   Width   m 



 

 

𝐷𝐻   Hydraulic diameter  m 

A   Area   m2 

P   Circumference  m 

d   Diameter   m 

π   Pi   [-] 

I   Turbulence intensity factor  [-] 

𝑅𝑒   Reynolds number  [-] 

μ   Viscosity for hydrogen gas 8.9153 * 10-6 Pa*s 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟   Error of simulation  % 

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥   Average area pressure from test X Pa 

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡   Average area pressure from test X+1 Pa 

 

Shortenings 

GHG  Greenhouse Gas 

NEVs  New Energy Vehicles 

NMP  No-Moving Parts 

SMR  Steam Methane Reforming 

CFD  Computational Fluid Dynamics 

FVM  Finite Volume Method 

PDE  Partial Differential Equations 

MSTV  Multi-stage Tesla Valve 

HPC  High-Performance Computing 

FP-OHP  Flat-Plate Oscillating Heat Pipe 

TV FP-OHP  Tesla-Type Valve Flat-Plate Oscillating Heat Pipe 

PHP  Pulsating Heat Pipe 

NMPV  No-Moving Parts Valve 

CSS5  Circular Single-stage with 5 mm inner curve radius 



 

 

CSS7  Circular Single-stage with 7 mm inner curve radius 

CSS9  Circular Single-stage with 9 mm inner curve radius 

CSS11  Circular Single-stage with 11 mm inner curve radius 

RSS5  Rectangular Single-stage with 5 mm inner curve radius 

RSS7  Rectangular Single-stage with 7 mm inner curve radius 

RSS9  Rectangular Single-stage with 9 mm inner curve radius 

RSS11  Rectangular Single-stage with 11 mm inner curve radius 

CMS30  Circular Multi-stage with 30 mm valve-to-valve distance 

CMS40  Circular Multi-stage with 40 mm valve-to-valve distance 

CMS50  Circular Multi-stage with 50 mm valve-to-valve distance 

CMS60  Circular Multi-stage with 60 mm valve-to-valve distance 

CMS70  Circular Multi-stage with 60 mm valve-to-valve distance 

RMS30  Rectangular Multi-stage with 30 mm valve-to-valve distance 

RMS40  Rectangular Multi-stage with 40 mm valve-to-valve distance 

RMS50  Rectangular Multi-stage with 50 mm valve-to-valve distance 

RMS60  Rectangular Multi-stage with 60 mm valve-to-valve distance 

RMS70  Rectangular Multi-stage with 70 mm valve-to-valve distance 

CAD  Computer-Aided Program 
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1 Introduction 
 

 Background 
In today’s world where the development of technology blossoms and globalization is of key, the 

demands for environment-friendly energy sources are increasing, requiring renewable resources.  

The urban development holds an influence on the energy consumption and in order to develop 

the transportation sector, a decrease in the energy consumption is of major importance. In climate 

change and the protection of human health, traffic emissions have been highlighted as a key 

contributing factor. A decade ago, China passed USA as the largest car producer and besides the 

economic aspects, the increased vehicle production and sales reside environmental challenges such 

as increased emissions and its impacts on the urban air quality and greenhouse gas, GHG, 

emissions (Kendall, 2018).  

 

The air pollution caused from fossil fuel have significant consequences for the human health and 

cities such as Beijing face great challenges. The demand for clean energy and non-toxic emissions 

is more important than ever and China is on the rise of the development for New Energy Vehicles 

(NEVs), which are based on battery technologies and fuel cells. The popularization of hydrogen 

fuel cell vehicles is trending due to the positive effects of reduced traffic energy consumption and 

urban pollution (Chang et al, 2018). Hydrogen as an element for the fuel cells in the automotive 

sector has long been studied upon due to the interest of the met demands and environmental-

friendly usage. The element offers non-toxic emissions and is accelerating to obtain a competitive 

position towards classical fossil fuel. For hydrogen to be an environmental-friendly fuel source it 

needs to be harvested with energy that comes from renewable sources, such as wind and solar, and 

together with an electrolysis the hydrogen can be produced in an eco-friendly way. Another 

potential way of producing hydrogen is by biomass gasification. This is a controlled process that 

involves heat, steam and oxygen to convert biomass into hydrogen and some other products. The 

biomass gasification process involves no combustion (Hydrogen Europe, 2018).  

 

One obstacle impeding the application of fully hydrogen driven engines is the recharge mileage of 

the tank. The suitable pressure of storage is 35/70 MPa due to its technical simplicity, high 

reliability, high energy efficiency and affordability (Bai et al, 2019). Hydrogen as an element has a 

lower density than gasoline and in order to be stored in the tank, the hydrogen gas needs to be 

compressed to liquid state to obtain sufficient energy density (Staffell et al, 2019). The Tesla valve 

is an application for achieving decompression of hydrogen between the tank and the fuel cells in 

engines and this paper will focus on which parameters of the Tesla valve that could be optimized 

for most energy-efficient result of decompression. 

 

 Problem formulation  
Today the greenhouse effect and air pollutions from combustion and gas emissions of fossil fuels 

are highlighted topics of discussion in order to strive for more renewable and efficient energy 

sources. The pressure of hydrogen storage necessary to obtain the improved recharge mileage is 

achieved around 35/70 MPa (Jin et al, 2018). The fuel cell stack when applying hydrogen gas as a 
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fuel needs to be at a pressure around 0.2 MPa, bringing hydrogen to have to be decompressed 

before flowing into the fuel cells in order to be used efficiently. 

 

If hydrogen could decompress through Tesla valves in an efficient way, a larger amount of the 

element could be stored and therefore increase the mileage of one tank. In today’s research area 

the geometrical parameters of the Tesla valve and temperature of inlet hydrogen are not yet met 

for an energy-efficient usage. The problem states as to investigate how to create an optimized 

geometry of the Tesla valve for achieving an increased energy-efficient usage, in order to introduce 

Tesla valves as a competitive alternative for applications of decompression. 

 

 Purpose 
If combining the right conditions on the Tesla valve, full tanks would be able to store a higher 

amount of hydrogen and therefore increase the mileage of one tank. The high performance of the 

Tesla valve compared to other valves in the sense of diodicity is noteworthy. The structure allows 

for greater achievements of many applications such as mixing of fluids and decreased pressure and 

velocity as mentioned in applications earlier in 2.4 Fields of Application. The driving forces for 

applying Tesla valves into utilization is mainly because of two key-points: the no moving parts 

concept and the low cost of manufacturing. No moving parts in the valve allows for a long lifespan 

with low fatigue fracture and wear-outs. 

 

In other words, the capacity of the hydrogen decompression and the fluid dynamics should be 

investigated in the reverse flow state of the Tesla valve, from the storage tank into the full cells. In 

order to improve the performance, a high pressure-drop is needed in the valve and in this paper 

three of the structural parameters will be studied: the inner curve radius, valve-to-valve distance in 

a multi-stage valve and the shape of the cross-section.  

 

The aim of this investigation is to examine these three geometry parameters of the Tesla valve that 

could be optimized in order to increase the energy efficient usage of Tesla valves in hydrogen fuel 

cells. Thus, if succeeded one would be able to implement hydrogen as a renewable energy source 

and slow down the greenhouse effect and reduce air pollution. 

 

The hydrogen decompression process during the pressure-drop in the Tesla valve is examined 

using numerical methods and computational fluid dynamics simulations. The decompression 

capacity should be obtained and expressed as a function of different parameters, including the 

cross section of the valve, inner curve radius and valve-to-valve distance for a multi-stage valve. 

The results aiming to achieve in the study is which inner curve radius for the single-stage Tesla 

valve, which valve-to-valve distance for the multi-stage Tesla valve and which cross-section of the 

Tesla valve in general that yields the highest pressure-drop. 

 

 The Investigated Parameters of Geometry of the Tesla Valve 
This study is investigating the pressure-drop and the flow rate of the different geometries of the 

Tesla valve. The pressure-drop is the sum of the maximum pressure obtained minus the minimum 
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pressure obtained, in other words – how much have the pressure of the fluid dropped by flowing 

through the valve. 

 

For convenience the models will be referred to as AB0 where: 

A = C for circular cross-section and R for rectangular cross-section 

B = SS for single-stage and MS for multi-stage 

0 = 5, 7, 9 or 11 mm for single-stage inner curve radius and 30, 40, 50, 60 or 70 mm for multi-stage 

valve-to-valve distance 

 

For example, CSS5 equals circular single-stage 5 mm.   

 

For the single-stage Tesla valve with varying inner curve radius’ the following geometries are tested 

for pressure-drop: 

 
Table 1: Investigated Parameters for the Single-stage Tesla Valve 

Single-stage Model Inner curve radius mm Single-stage Model 

CSS5 5 RSS5 

CSS7 7 RSS7 

CSS9 9 RSS9 

CSS11 11 RSS11 

 

For the multi-stage Tesla valve, where the multi-stage was investigated for three Tesla valves in a 

row, the following geometries are tested for pressure-drop: 

 
Table 2: Investigated Parameters for the Multistage Tesla Valve 

Multi-stage Model Valve-to-valve distance mm Multi-stage Model 

CMS30 30 RMS30 

CMS40 40 RMS40 

CMS50 50 RMS50 

CMS60 60 RMS60 

CMS70 70 RMS70 
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2 Literature review  
 

 The Tesla Valve 
Valves are mechanical parts used broadly in engineering applications to control the flow and 

pressure of fluids. The Tesla valve concept was invented in 1920 by Nikola Tesla in order to create 

a valve allowing flow in one direction and restricting in another, a concept desired in mechanical 

energy applications where fluid impulses are made to pass in such sense. The concept of these fluid 

movements had been considered earlier when conceptualizing functions in moving parts valves, 

but the applied functions never reached an optimal capitalization of the concept. The prior valves 

had moving parts to operate the fluid impulses, but they were very liable to wear, complex, 

expensive to manufacture and did not meet the requirements in order to deal with the sudden 

impulses that may arise. Tesla added a peculiar channel by valvular action in the valve and thus 

created a NMP (no-moving parts) valve (Zhang et al, 2007), able to meet the desired requirements. 

NMP are reliable due to no obvious abrasion compared to other valves consisting of moving parts.   

 

The figure of the Tesla valve may be illustrated below in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Nikola Tesla’s patent No. 1,329,559 (Tesla Universe) 

 

The Tesla valve is a fluid channel which steers the flow differently in the aspect of resistance 

depending on the flow-direction. The valve contains a number of loops and these are the ones 

interacting with the passing fluid. The channels are constructed so that fluid can only flow one way 

and will be restricted, or slowed down heavily, when flowing the other direction due to shape rather 

than mechanical moving parts. The introduced fluid flows in a zigzag motion and in the forward 

direction there is not much met resistance. In Figure 1 the forward direction is from right to left. 

When flowing in the opposite direction, the geometry forces the fluid to split up into two turnovers 

which will collide and induce resistance. One of the turnovers flows into the arc tunnel, a bifurcated 

channel, and the flow reenters the other stream perpendicularly (Bardell, 2000) causing collision 

and therefore attaining loss in velocity and pressure. If repeated numerous times it will result in a 

reduced flow pressure due to the resistance. The pressure-drop of a fluid differs depending on 

flowing-direction and the NMP Tesla valve can be used to control the flow direction of a fluid. 

 

In Figure 2 the fluid is flowing in the forward direction, right to left, where the top frame is the 

initiated flow and then progressing toward fully developed flow down till the lowest frame. The 

red areas are where the fluid is flowing the fastest and the blue ones the slowest. A well-ordered 

stream is created just a few seconds after initiation, which slips down the middle of the conduit. 

Here the bulk follows a wide and laminar route, making the only losses due to surface friction. 
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Figure 2: Flow Development in the Tesla Valve in Forward Direction (West, 2013) 

 

In Figure 3 one may see the flow development from initiation to fully developed flow in the 

reverse direction, left to right. The stream is split into two directions due to the loops and by 

interaction the two stream collides which induce resistance and a drop in pressure. One may 

distinguish that the bulk of the fluid is forced into a narrow and turbulent path, hence causing a 

huge drop in pressure making it very difficult to push the fluid in that direction. 

 

 

  
Figure 3: Flow Development in the Tesla Valve in Reversed Direction (West, 2013) 

 

When evaluating the performance and quantifying the effectiveness of NMP valves one look at the 

parameter diodicity Di, which, at the same flow rate, is the ratio between pressure-drops in the 

reverse flow direction ∆pr and the forward direction ∆pf (Truong and Nguyen, 2003). The ability 

of the Tesla valve to let fluid flow in the forward direction and restrict in the other is its evaluated 

performance and is calculated according to:  

 

Di =  
∆pr

∆pf
                                                                        (1) 

 

The diodicity is always larger than 1 due to the reversed flow having a larger pressure-drop than 

the forward flow because of its geometry. Usually the diodicity is relatively small (1  DI  2) 

(Nobakht et al, 2013).  
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This study, however, will not focus on the diodicity but rather the general pressure-drop achieved 

in the reverse flow direction. 

 

 Implications and Limitations of the Tesla Valve 
The main disadvantage with the Tesla valve is that it slows down the reverse flow but cannot 

prevent it. A check valve can prevent reverse flow, making the Tesla valve a bit less robust and 

predictable in that sense. The small channels introduce a prone to plugging and corrosion, a non-

preferable trait of the Tesla valve. In the application of the need of backflow prevent a Tesla valve 

will not do the job.  

 

 The Parameters of Geometry 
The second of two main groups of parameters contributing to the performance of the Tesla valve, 

the diodicity being the first, are the geometrical parameters (Zhang et al, 2007).    

 

The structure of the Tesla valve may seem simple looking at a single valve. However, in order to 

obtain the most efficient decompression through the valve there are a number of parameters that 

could be mixed with to change or optimize the results.  

 
Figure 4: The Geometric Parameters of a Single Tesla Valve (Truong and Nguyen, 2003) 

 

Figure 4 shows the different parameters applied in the Tesla valve. The parameters of length: the 

inlet length L1, the outlet length L2 and the straight segment L. The angle alpha, α, which is 

dependent on the inner curve radius R. If seen from a three-dimensional perspective the cross-

section plays a big part of its performance, for example if it is rectangular or circular which will be 

investigated in this study. Given the introduction of a three-dimensional perspective width, W, and 

height, H, of the cross-section are also to consider for a rectangular cross-section and the diameter, 

D, for a circular. 

 

The total amount of parameters is dependent on the shape of the cross-section. A rectangular 

cross-section yields seven and a circular six parameters. Besides rectangular and circular there are 

many possible cross-sections one could examine and yield more dependent parameters. 

It is common that the hydraulic diameter is applied instead of the height, H, and width, W, of the 

rectangular shaped valve and in this study so is the case. This appliance returns the same number 

of dependent parameters as the circular one, making it easier to analyze their differences on the 

performance. 
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For a multi-stage Tesla valve, several Tesla valves combined in a row to create a longer valve, one 

parameter is the valve-to-valve distance. The valve-to-valve distance is L1 and L2 in Figure 4, 

where those measurements are set to the same value. The valve-to-valve distance is the length 

between the connected loops of the Tesla valves. 

 

 Mass flow rate in regards of cross-section and the Mach number 
In order to examine which cross-section that is to prefer applying Tesla valves, the mass flow 

rate, kg/s, needs to be calculated and under consideration.  

 

The mass flow rate is calculated using the equation below,  

 

�̇� =  𝜌 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑣                                            (2) 

 

for hydrogen gas at 298 Kelvin with a density of 0.0813 kg/m3. Time and volume are calculated 

for circular and rectangular cross-section. 𝐴 is area of the cross section and 𝑣 is the velocity.  

 

For both cross-sections studied, the inlet velocity and the density of the fluid is the same, the only 

thing that separates the two is the area of the cross section. The area of the rectangular cross-

section is calculated from height times width, which in this case has the same value meaning that 

the area can be calculated as the square of the height. The circular area is calculated as 
𝜋𝑑2

4
, hence 

the diameter has the same value as the height of the rectangular models.  This leads to a difference 

in the mass flow rate of a factor π/4. 

 

Mass flow rate for the rectangular cross section is as follows: 

 

0,0813 ∗ 50 ∗ 0,0052 = 1,02 ∗  10−4 𝑘𝑔/𝑠                                (3) 

 

Mass flow rate for the circular cross section is as follows: 

 

0,0813 ∗ 50 ∗
π ∗ 0,0052

4
= 7,98 ∗ 10−4 𝑘𝑔/𝑠                                    (4) 

 

The mass flow rate for the rectangular models shows a greater ability to transfer hydrogen from 

the inlet to the outlet.  

  

The Mach number is the ratio between the speed of the fluid and the speed of sound for the 

fluid, and a dimensionless number indicating the behavior of the observed flow. It is dependent 

on surrounding mediums in terms of temperature and pressure. The Mach number is calculated 

accordingly: 

 

𝑀 =  
𝑢

𝑐
                                                                         (5) 

 

Where 𝑢 is the local flow velocity and 𝑐 speed of sound in the medium. The speed of sound in  
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hydrogen is 1270 m/s (Gupta, 2001). 

 

If the Mach number is less than 1, the flow speed is lower than the speed of sound, the speed is  

subsonic. For low values of the Mach number the change in density is small and compressibility  

can be ignored (Hall, 2015).  

 

In Table 3 the Mach number is calculated for the models, using the models that showed the highest 

local velocities for all the groups.  

 

Table 3: Mach Number for the Models of Highest Local Velocities in all Groups  

Model Velocity m/s Mach number 

Rectangular Single-Stage 5 mm 75,61 0,0595 

Circular Single-Stage 7 mm 78,17 0,0616 

 

Rectangular Multi-Stage 30 mm 85,24 0,0671 

Circular Multi-Stage 40 mm 80,35 

 

0,0633 

 

 

 Fields of Application for Tesla Valves 
The application prospects of Tesla valves are still under investigation given the consideration that 

systematic construction of its geometry still lack full report (Truong and Nguyen, 2003). When 

Tesla invented the valve, it was as a part of his new steam engine with ambition to increase power 

plant efficiency. However, Tesla had to file for bankruptcy about a month after the filing of the 

patent. When 20 years had passed, and the patent expired the concept and device was forgotten. 

But today with the advancement of technology Tesla’s patents and inventions are being published 

and recognized on the Internet, gaining an upswing and place in the spotlight. The disappearance 

however in the first place may be the reason why research have not come further yet and are still 

on the rise and that the concept of the Tesla valve has not reached its full potential (West, 2013). 

 

The invention of Tesla valves was at first also intended to be used where large conduit-length 

would be necessary, hence in connection with slowly reciprocating machines. The created effective 

valvular conduit of the Tesla valve combined with pulses of high frequency enabled valves to be 

applied in reciprocating and rotary engines.  

 

Today the concept of NMP valves are implied in fixed microvalves where very small quantities of 

fluids are designed to move within the device with high precision (Nobakht et al, 2013). The main 

device, a micropump, contains a microfluidic system that generate flow of the fluid in the range of 

milliliters to microliters. Fields of applications for micropumps are still under investigation but they 

are very promising in areas of drug delivery, biological detection, cardiology system etc. The 

microvalve may be divided into two primarily subgroups of active and passive microvalves where 

an active microvalve uses both mechanical and nonmechanical moving parts whereas passive only 
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nonmechanical moving parts, thus may be described as a fixed microvalve. The Tesla valve is one 

of two main types that have been used in fixed microvalves, the other one is micro diffusers.  

 

Microvalves increase performance of micropumps in many aspects; efficiency, reliability and 

reduced size and cost. The Tesla valve is preferable to diffuser microvalves due to the higher 

achieved diodicity capability (Nobakht et al, 2013). 

 

Another challenge within the area of microfluidic-based biochemical analysis systems is the mixing 

of liquid samples (Chen et al, 2015). Normally the mixing is achieved through diffusion, but the 

method is relatively time-consuming and inefficient and passive mixers have mainly been utilized 

due to its advantages of low cost, rapid reaction, ease of fabrication and assembly, and the vacant 

need of supervision or control units. The development of mixing in passive mixers are modified 

by geometry and shape and manipulating those two parameters well allows the flow channel to 

increase the interfacial areas and thus enhance fluid mixing. The structure of the Tesla valve has 

been implied in passive mixers with great results. The repetitive impact of several Tesla valves in a 

row allows for a greater enhancement of mixing when flowing in the reverse direction.  

 

“Preceding researches have shown that the microchip devices with insertion of Tesla structures are quite effective in 

enhancing the mixing of fluids by creating transverse dispersion” 

 

(Chen et al, 2015) 

 

Today Tesla valves are used in applications that include electronics cooling at chip scale and 

pulsating heat pipe to enhance heat transfer capability among others. Based on its different 

advantages, such as the ease of manufacturing, simplicity of operation, low cost and robustness, 

applications both regarding macro- and micro scales are used (Ansari et al, 2018). Tesla valves are 

used in microfluidic applications and when designing fire-safety equipment (Jin et al, 2018). If 

combined with other pressure relief valves it can lower the demand for the performance on the 

pressure relief vales. 

 Alternative Valves and Expanders for Pressure Drop  
There are other ways of achieving a high-pressure drop, one way is to use a pressure regulator. The 

pressure regulator is a valve that automatically cuts off the flow of the fluid when it has reached its 

desired pressure. The pressure regulator reduces the inlet pressure to a lower pressure at the outlet 

and works to maintain that pressure even if there are fluctuations of the pressure at the inlet (Fluid 

Controls Ltd, 2016). One disadvantage with the pressure regulator is that it cannot accommodate 

cavitation, which could cause serious damage to the valve (Denizen, 2015). 

 

Another valve that may be used for obtaining a pressure-drop is a plunger valve, which is mainly 

designed to control water flow rate and pressure regulation in pipelines. The cross section of the 

valve is reduced continuously from the inlet to the outlet, which causes the velocity of the fluid to 

increase and thus reduce the pressure (Duyar, 2018). The plunger valve has some disadvantages 

which includes high operating and maintenance costs, they are often heavy and bulky and have a 

pulsating flow (Engineering 360, 2012).  
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Pilot operated relief valves is also an alternative to achieve a pressure-drop, it is a self-contained 

system which does not need any external pressure or power source. The flow through the pilot and 

the adaptable opening will cause a pressure-drop downstream of the opening which in turn causes 

the pressure in the actuator to be reduced as well. When the pressure in the actuator is decreased 

to a certain point the upward force on the seat pallet will be greater than the downward force on 

the actuator, causing the main valve to open (Mancini, 2018). One disadvantage with the pilot 

operated valves is that if there is no pressure in the vessel, back-pressure could cause the disc in 

the valve to lift (Oil and Gas Separator, 2009).  

 

 The Finite Volume Method 
The used software ANSYS Fluent is a CFD programmed based on the Finite Volume Method, 

FVM. The overview of a computational solution procedure may be illustrated in Figure 5 below: 

 

 
Figure 5: Overview Process of the Computational Solution Procedure (Liu et al, 2018) 

 

Where ANSYS Fluent utilizes the path of FVM in the procedure.  

 

The numerical technique FVM is a mathematical tool that turns partial differential equations, PDE, 

into discrete algebraic equations over finite volumes. The main domain is discretized into smaller 

finite volumes in a mesh that are non-overlapping elements. The integration of the PDE over each 

finite volume represent conservation laws and a balance equation. The variable values are calculated 

at the centroid of each control volume and interpolation is used to express the surface in center 

values of the control volume. In order to approximate the surface and volume integrals, quadrature 

formulae are applied, and an algebraic equation is attained for each control volume (Liu et al, 2018). 

By obtaining the finite volumes’ characteristics and local solutions, the global characterization and 
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solution of the main domain may be approximated. Considering that FVM works with control 

volumes and not grid intersection, the method may be applicable to any type of grid. The balance 

equations are discretized with respect to the unknown variables and the main domain is discretized 

of the fluxes at their boundaries (Eymard et al, 2010). The flux entering and leaving the finite 

volumes are at constant and the numerical flux of FVM can therefore be seen as conservative, 

making it a preferable method in CFD (Darwish, 2016). The numerical fluxes are also generally 

consistent, as the mesh size vanishes the numerical flux of a regular interpolation tends to the 

continuous flux (Eymard et al, 2010).  

 

The main principle of FVM, the discretization process, may be summarized into Figure 6 below: 

 

 
Figure 6: The Discretization Process of FVM (Darwish et al, 2016) 

 

In Figure 6 the first step is to combine the physical domain and the physical phenomena. The 

FVM has high flexibility due to the discretization process is carried out directly in the physical 

space and does not need to transform between the physical and the computational coordinate 

system (Darwish et al, 2016). The main domain is discretized into smaller finite volumes which 

yields equation discretization for each of the volumes. A system of algebraic equations is collected 

and computed by computational power in order to achieve numerical solutions. 

 

FVM evaluates fluxes following the main value approach over faces and sources, using the value 

at the centroid of the cell and surface. The accuracy of the mean value approach is of the second 

order. For FVM the truncation error may be seen as a measure of accuracy. A second order 

accuracy equals that for a number of mesh points, finite volumes, to be doubled, the error will be 

reduced by a factor of four. The error does not specify the value of the error on a certain grid but 
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rather how fast the error will decrease with mesh refinement, and with mesh refinement the higher 

the order of error will faster decrease. (Darwish et al, 2016) 

 

 Prior Research in the Area 
In the research field of valves, studies have been conducted both adopting numerical or 

experimental methods to investigate the aspects and parameters of valves, such as valve core, seat 

and control valves (Jin et al, 2018), to achieve optimal performance. In order to make use of the 

concept of the Tesla valve, its geometry needs to be examined. A systematic method of optimizing 

the steady flow performance of the valve has, until recently, been missing. Electrical analogy has 

been used to establish a linear model and optimize dynamic performance and from numerical 

analysis the influence of geometry has been examined (Truong and Nguyen, 2003). However, in 

both studies only the internal wall length was the considered parameter and a conclusion was far 

from able to derive.  

 

Truong and Nguyen (2003) conducted a paper in the aim of optimizing the steady flow of a Tesla 

valve. They analyzed the geometry to identify design parameters for optimization and which 

parameters that are combined to form different configurations of the valve. The simulation 

software, ANSYS 6.0, were used to simulate steady flow in 2D studying the diodicity, which they 

set as the performance indicator, and flow rates. In their study they found a correlation between 

the optimal values of valve angle and straight segment distance to the flow rate. Concretizing the 

simulation results the study could conclude that the valve diodicity is inversely proportional to the 

inner radius and that the optimum configurations depend on flow rates. Formulas for the values 

of valve angle and straight segment during different flow rates for optimization were derived to be 

linear in the study. 

 

Recharge mileage is of great importance for the performance of hydrogen fuel cells and in order 

to obtain such performance the pending parameters of the Tesla valve must be investigated. High 

performance in the hydrogen fuel cells derives from a high pressure-drop for hydrogen. Jin et al 

reviewed the hydraulic diameter, inner curve radius and valve angle as parameters for a Tesla valve 

during different inlet velocities of hydrogen. The results found were that the performance was 

increased when the hydraulic diameter and inner curve radius were small and the valve angle large. 

Combining those conditions resulted in a higher pressure-drop during large inlet velocities and 

barely any changes in pressure-drop during low velocities, where less is lower than 100 m/s. (Jin et 

al, 2018) 

 

The effectiveness of the valve is measured by its diodicity which depends on Reynolds number, a 

measurement indicating laminar or turbulent flow, and the design features of the valve. If aligned 

in series, thus creating a multi-staged Tesla valve, MSTV, the fluidic diode effect could be increased. 

Paudel et al used Computational Fluid Dynamics, CFD, and High-Performance Computing, HPC, 

to assess the effects of heat transfer on the diodicity and till what rate MSTV would enhance the 

heat transfer. The temperature of the flow outlet and the valves diodicity were measured testing 

various values for the temperature of the flow inlet, Reynolds number and the number of Tesla 

valves in the MSTV. Results were, that for fluids, such as water and ethylene glycol, a high inlet 
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temperature decreased the diodicity and for air the performance, diodicity, increased with increased 

inlet temperature. (Paudel et al, 2014) 

 

Qian et al investigated the flow of nanofluids in Tesla valves, varying the pressure-drop of forward 

and reverse flows, the flow rate, the diodicity and temperature. Firstly, the findings were that most 

nanoparticles in the nanofluids flow up the arc tunnel of the valve when flowing in the reverse 

direction and into the straight channel when flowing in the forward direction. The main flow of 

nanoparticles increased with increasing flow rate, temperature and nanoparticle volume fraction. 

The jet flow from the arc channel influenced the pressure-drop significantly when the nanofluids 

flowed in the reverse direction and diodicity was mostly affected by flow rate. The study concluded 

that diodicity almost followed a linear pattern when varying the flow rate. (Qian et al, 2018) 

 

The effects of using a MSTV is still newly documented in the literature. In 2014, Thompson et al 

studied the effectiveness of MSTV, using a set preoptimized design, HPC and 3D CFD. The set 

design was optimized in terms of diodicity for laminar flow, in other words a low Reynolds number. 

The varied parameters were valve-to-valve distance, number of Tesla valves and Reynolds number. 

The usage of MSTV showed an increased performance, rather than using just one Tesla valve, and 

the difference between these increased with rising Reynolds number. The authors found that for 

low Reynolds number, less than 50, the valve-to-valve distance and number of Tesla valves gave 

neglectable impacts for the MSTV diodicity. Principally said, for increased Reynolds number more 

Tesla valves are required in order to maximize the MSTV diodicity. (Thompson et al, 2014) 

 

In a study 2011 made by Thompson et al a flat-plate oscillating heat pipe (FP-OHP) were integrated 

with Tesla-type check valves in order to promote and achieve a desired circulatory flow that would 

result in an increased overall thermal performance. The results of using Tesla-type valves, TV FP-

OHP, that were installed in the adiabatic section of the TV FP-OHP showed a promoted desired 

direction of the circulation and when introducing heat input it was further promoted. It was also 

found that the diodicity had a power-law relationship relating the number of Tesla valves and the 

valve-to-valve distance during laminar flow. The paper concluded that further research regarding 

design, quantity and alignment of the Tesla valve is needed in order to optimize the circulatory 

flow. (Thompson et al, 2011) 

 

Another scholar contributing to the research area of the Tesla valve is de Vries et al whom designed 

a new Tesla valve in a pulsating heat pipe, PHP, for promoting circulation. Findings were that it 

improved the flow and thermal performance due to the addition of the valve. The major difference 

of performance relies heavily on the produced diodicity from the Tesla valve, which induced a 

difference of 25 % in velocity comparing the two flow directions and minimized the thermal 

resistance by 14 %, both good improvements. (de Vries et al, 2017) 

 

Gamboa et al investigated the design process of Tesla valves for optimizing fixed-geometry valve-

shape and size in order to increase NMPV, no-moving parts valve, performance. The study utilized 

numerical solutions and dynamic models to obtain new design optimization parameters for TV 

FP-OHP (Beigzadeh et al, 2018). Special attention in this study was on the angle of the loop return 

region of the Tesla valve. The findings of the study were increased diodicity on a larger angle at the 
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beginning of the loop, which caused a bigger loop in general, which led to improved pump 

performance. (Gamboa et al, 2005) 

 

In 2007 Zhang et al carried out a study to assess the performance of Tesla valves using 3D 

computation. The aim was to optimize the design parameters to retrieve high performance and 

investigate the effect of aspect ratios of Tesla valves. The aspect ratio, γ, being the ratio depth of 

channel, D, to width of channel, W, as follows: 

 

γ =  
D

W
                                                                          (6) 

 

Zhang et al. numerically simulated the fluid flow in NMPV in the same software carried out in this 

study, ANSYS Fluent, and, as Truong et al., Gamboa et al. and Bardell, the diodicity was used as a 

parameter to indicate performance of the Tesla valve. Results showed that for higher aspect ratios 

the diodicity increased which led to improvement of the flow control ability in Tesla valves. (Zhang 

et al, 2007) 

 

2.8.1 Prior Research of Validation of Independence check 
In order to obtain accurate values in the pressure-drop from the simulations in the Set-up stage, a 

validation of independence check has to be conducted to investigate what the element size should 

be on the meshing of the profiles. The element size of these volumes has a direct impact on the 

simulation time and quality. The simulation time given that a larger number of elements requires 

larger set of equations that need solving and quality in the sense of accuracy. A larger element size 

equals few numbers of elements in the meshing, lowering the simulation time but also the accuracy 

and vice versa. The mesh convergence is of high importance for achieving an accurate solution and 

reliable results. Mesh convergence states how small the size of the elements of the model is required 

in order to yield results that would not be affected significantly if the mesh size would to be slightly 

changed. 

 

The decompression application for Tesla valves is relatively new and prior research has often set 

an acceptable error for the results and once reaching the limit of acceptance, the study has settled 

for that error. Nobakht et al conducted a numerical study of the diodicity mechanism in different 

kinds of Tesla microvalves. The error of the diodicity was investigated to evaluate the independence 

of the mesh, with a boundary condition of 5 %. The number of mesh elements was increased with 

almost 20 %, corresponding to 324 562 added mesh elements of the existing mesh. The results 

upon changing the mesh size was compared and the yielded error was found to show of a value of 

5 %, satisfying the boundary condition and thus vouching for accurate results. (Nobakht et al, 

2013) 

 

Mansor et al conducted a CFD simulation paper where a validation of independence was carried 

out. Results from a series of different mesh sizes of the model were compared and the size that 

returned a 0.5 % error was generated by the number of 4.48 million elements (Mansor et al, 2014). 

The significant difference between the acceptable errors of the study of Mansor et al and Nobakht 

et al is due to the lack of a universal tolerance of error for CFD simulations and the dependence 
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on available time to carry out the study. In all studies, the authors ought to derive themselves an 

acceptable error and the availability of time.  

 

2.8.2 Prior Research of the Number of Iterations in Simulations  
In the study of Nobakht et al the velocity and mass continuity were monitored in as area-weighted 

during the simulations with a boundary condition of stopping the simulation when reaching a value 

of lower than 1e-05, which was set as the level of acceptance for the error (Nobakht et al, 2013). 

Similarly, in a study of micro-pumps, the authors let calculations proceed until residuals reached an 

acceptable value, however not specified in the report (Forster et al, 1995).  

 

Given the consideration of setting a reasonable number of iterations, the progress of the 

simulations needs to be monitored by residuals and parameters of interest. The residuals should 

reach a low value set of acceptance and the monitored plots, often the area-weighted velocity and 

pressure, should display convergence. If this is fulfilled, the simulation may be stopped, and the 

solution may be regarded as converged. 
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3 Methodology 
 

 The Bernoulli Equation    
The Bernoulli equation states that the static pressure, 𝑃𝑆 , in the flow added with the dynamic 

pressure, 
𝜌𝑉2

2
, is equal to the total pressure, 𝑃𝑇 , which is constant following the same streamline: 

 

𝑃𝑆 +  
𝜌𝑉2

2
=  𝑃𝑇                                                                (7) 

 

Equation (7) assumes an inviscid, steady and incompressible flow with no heat added to the 

system and negligible change in height. It is founded on one of the main principles of 

thermodynamics, the conservation of energy. The principle declares that energy is neither created 

nor destroyed but simply converted from one form to another. Alternative form of Equation (7) 

is to consider two areas of a system and their correlation to maintain the total pressure constant: 

 

𝑃1 +  
𝜌𝑣1

2

2
+ 𝜌𝑔ℎ1 =  𝑃2 +

𝜌𝑣2
2

2
+ 𝜌𝑔ℎ2  + 𝑃𝐹𝐿                                         (8) 

 

Where 𝑃 is the pressure, 𝜌 the density, 𝑣 the velocity, 𝑔 the gravitational force, ℎ the height and 

𝑃𝐹𝐿 the sum of local flow resistance.  

 

The Bernoulli equation is an integral to Euler’s equation. Euler’s equation is derived from Newton’s 

Second Law of Motion for a fluid where the force on each fluid segment is given by the distribution 

of pressure of the fluid and by the gravitational force. The streamline is assumed to be free of 

friction and regarding the relation of the Bernoulli equation and Euler’s equation along a streamline, 

it yields Equation (8).  

 

The formula is a counterintuitive statement about how the speed of a fluid relates to its pressure. 

In a fluid, the molecules are at a constant motion and collision with each other and the walls of the 

object. Their motion yields a linear momentum which the pressure of the fluid is a measure of 

(Hall, 2015a). The static pressure is correlated to the velocity of the moving molecules and when 

they collide their velocities change and hence a change in the static pressure occurs. The Bernoulli 

equation is equal to a constant, as seen in Equation (7), and a change in velocity has to yield a 

change in pressure, and vice versa. The formula in Equation (8) highlights that if the velocity is 

larger in one region of the flow, the pressure must be smaller in that same region. In order for the 

Equation (7) to be equal to a constant the change of velocity has to be accompanied by a 

simultaneous decrease in pressure.  

 

 The Conservation of Mass 
The core principle of the conservation of mass is that for a system in absence of mass sources and 

sinks, it will conserve its mass on a local level. For a fluid there is no accumulation or depletion of 

mass, so the mass is conserved within its domain. The amount of fluid may be calculated as the 
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density times the volume and given a constant mass the yielded product will, as well, remain 

constant.  

 

𝜌 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑉 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡                                                         (9) 

 

Where 𝜌 is the density, 𝑉  volume and 𝐴 area. The equation yields that if the velocity may be 

determined, or set, at a known area, the equation can calculate the value of velocity for any other 

area. The concept may be illustrated below in Figure 7: 

 

 
Figure 7: Concept of Conservation of Mass (Hall, 2015b) 

 

 The Conservation of Momentum 
The principle of the conservation of momentum is that the body retains its total momentum, the 

product of its velocity vector and mass, when faced with the absence of external forces.  

 

Newton’s Second Law of motion asserts that a body’s momentum only can be changed if an 

external force is acting upon it and the law may be written in Lagrangian coordinates as 

 

(
𝑑(𝑚𝒗)

𝑑𝑡
)

𝑀𝑉
=  (∫ 𝐟𝑑𝑉

 

𝑉

)
𝑀𝑉

                                             (10) 

 

Where 𝑚 is mass, 𝒗 velocity, 𝑡 time, 𝑉 volume of body and 𝐟 the external force per unit volume 

(Darwish et al, 2016). 

 

Newton’s Third Law correspondingly yields that in order for a force, 𝐹, to act upon an object, an 

equal force of size arises in the opposite direction. This may be illustrated in Equation (11) where 

there is a collision between object 𝐴 and 𝐵: 

 

𝐹𝐴𝐵 =  −𝐹𝐵𝐴                                                                  (11) 

 

The time of collision has to be the same for the two objects and therefore the impulse experienced 

in both directions is equal in magnitude.  

 

𝑚𝐴 ∗ ∆𝑣𝐴 =  −𝑚𝐵 ∗  ∆𝑣𝐵                                                        (12) 

𝑚𝐴 ∗ ∆𝑣𝐴 +  𝑚𝐵 ∗  ∆𝑣𝐵 = 0                                                   (13) 

 

Let’s consider a volume of a fluid with the mass 𝑚. 
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Figure 8: Conservation of Momentum for a Volume of a Fluid of Mass 𝑚 (Darwish et al, 2016) 

 

The term to the right of Equation (14) is a volume integral indicating the occupied volume by the 

moving fluid over the material coordinates and Equation (14) may be rewritten as 

 

(
𝑑(𝑚𝒗)

𝑑𝑡
)

𝑀𝑉
=  ∫ 𝐟𝑑𝑉

 

𝑉

                                                       (14) 

 

Indicating that the momentum of the volume is conserved (Darwish et al, 2016). 

 

 The Courant Number 
The Courant number 𝐶 is a measure how fast information traverses, 𝑢, a computational grid cell, 

∆𝑥, in a given time-step, ∆𝑡. 

 

𝐶 =  
𝑢 ∗ ∆𝑡

∆𝑥
                                                                     (15) 

 

(Jamshed, 2015) 

 

For convergence, the Courant number is a necessary condition for solving PDEs numerically.  

 

In an explicit Eulerian method, the Courant number cannot exceed one or it would denote that 

information is propagating more than one grid at each time step, hence restricting the time-

integrator to not properly interpret what is physically happening. The solution will become unstable 

and lead to incorrect results. Let's view an example: to compute the amplitude of a wave moving 

across a discrete spatial grid the amplitude needs to be computed at discrete time steps of equal 

duration. This duration must be less than the acquired time it takes for the wave to travel the grid 

in order for the scheme to access all information.  

 

In order to solve steady flow problems implicit methods are usually used. In ANSYS Fluent, dual-

time stepping is used with an implicit scheme, leading to one-time stepping caters to the iterative 

procedure and the other solves for the Courant number (Jamshed, 2015). The software solves the 

equation for the Courant number in order to assure that all flow of information yielded in the 

simulations are interpreted and that each fluctuation of new information is regarded in the solution. 
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 The Energy Equation and Realizable K-Epsilon 
In the simulations, the software ANSYS Fluent solves flows in regard to the Energy Equation and 
the Realizable K-Epsilon. The Energy Equation is a mathematical formulation of the law of 
conservation of energy. It states that the rate at which energy enters the volume of a moving fluid 
is equal to the rate at which energy increases within the moving fluid and the rate at which work is 
done on the surroundings by the fluid within the volume (Boyce, 2012). The equation is as follows: 
 

𝜀1 +
𝑃1

𝜌1
+

𝑉1
2

2𝑔𝑧
+ 𝑍1 + 𝑄1 = 𝜀2 +

𝑃2

𝜌2
+

𝑉2
2

2𝑔𝑧
+ 𝑍2 + 𝑄2                       (16) 

𝜀 = internal energy 
𝑃

𝜌
 = flow energy 

𝜀1 +
𝑃1

𝜌1
 = enthalpy, h1 

𝑉2
2

2𝑔𝑧
 = kinetic energy 

𝑍 = potential energy 

𝑄 = work 
 
The Realizable K-Epsilon is a two equations model giving a general description of turbulence for 
the system by means of the two transport equations, PDEs. The first transported variable is the 
turbulence kinetic energy, K, and the second, the rate of dissipation of turbulence energy, Epsilon. 
Realizable K-Epsilon is expressed as a function of mean flow and turbulence properties, allowing 
the model to satisfy certain mathematical constraints on the normal stresses consistent with the 

physics of turbulence. It is made realizable by making C, a turbulent viscosity constant, a function 
of the local mean flow deformation (Dick et al, 2003). 
 
The transport equation is as follows: 
 

𝜕(𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝑘
)

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝑃𝑘 − 𝜌𝜀                                 (17) 

 
(Dick et al, 2003) 

𝜌 = density 

𝑘 = turbulent kinetic energy 

𝑢𝑖 = velocity in direction 𝑖 
𝑥𝑖 = axial distance from exit plane in direction 𝑖 
𝜇 = viscosity 

𝜇𝑡 = turbulent viscosity 

𝜎𝑘 = the turbulent Prandtl number for 𝑘 

𝑃𝑘 = production of turbulent kinetic energy 

𝜀 = turbulent dissipation rate 

 

 The Software ANSYS 
The software ANSYS is a computational fluid dynamic, CFD, code capable of solving CFD 

problems. It is based on numerical techniques for simulating physical phenomenon. A system of 

equations is created from a mesh of elements which the numerical techniques solve. The workflow 

is task-based, meaning at each step of the process, the software provides and suggest the most 

relevant design options or defaults to a best-practice option.  
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In ANSYS, the subprogram ANSYS Fluent will be used in order to simulate flow and fluid 

dynamics. The code can solve basic flow problems over a blunt body to more complex structures. 

For all flows it solves the Conservation equations of Mass and Momentum and for the simulations 

the Energy Equation and Realizable K-Epsilon is also set as operating equations. 

 

3.6.1 The Workbench 
This study will utilize a numerical method, hence the dependency on computational simulations in 

order to compare different geometries of the Tesla valve when facing fluid dynamic conditions. 

The central simulation environment for the software ANSYS is the Workbench which simplifies 

the access to the different calculation tasks available. The model Fluid Flow (Fluent) is suitable for 

the project considering the fluent solver, and it is chosen as the operating model.  

 

 
Figure 9: The Steps Available in the Workbench 

 

3.6.2 The Geometry 
The geometry is sketched using a 3D- computer-aided drafting, CAD, program, the 

DesignModeler, that offers many tools to help one draw the sketch in the required shape. The 

geometry parameters are set as desired for the models and in total 18 models are sketched. 

 

Figure 10 depict a rectangular single-stage Tesla valve and Figure 11 a circular multi-stage Tesla 

valve with an inner curve radius of 5 mm and inlet- and outlet length of 50 mm. 

 

 
Figure 10: A Rectangular Single-stage Tesla Valve 
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Figure 11: A Circular Multi-stage Tesla Valve 

3.6.3 The Mesh 
A mesh is needed in order to make simulations and it consists of up to millions of small elements 

that together form the shape of the structure, the main domain. The software ANSYS make 

calculations for each single element and by combining individual results the software yields a global 

result of the main domain, as discussed in section 2.6 The Finite Volume Method. 

 

The meshing is a key step in favor to achieve accurate results. The individual mesh elements are 

solved for the Conservation equations for Mass and Momentum. The finer the mesh size the more 

accurate results considering a larger number of elements are solved. On the contrary, if a mesh size 

is too small the simulations will be time consuming and might cause the program to freeze. A 

balance is needed between time and accuracy to yield acceptable results. This phenomenon is 

further discussed in the section 2.7.1 Prior Research of Validation of Independence check.  

 

A mesh with a multizone approach is utilized for the rectangular model, which divides the overall 

mesh into small cubic grid sections. The cubic grid suits the rectangular model well considering the 

cubic grid completes the model in its corners and close to its walls where there exist sharp edges.  

 

The circular model was meshed with tetrahedral shaped elements and using a higher number of 

elements near the wall and other regions where high velocity gradients appear (Bardell et al, 1995). 

 

 
Figure 12: A Multizone Mesh Applied on the Rectangular Model  
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Figure 13: A Tetrahedral Shaped Mesh Applied on the Circular Model 

 

3.6.4 The Setup 
The setup is the segment of the software where the operating parameters in the simulation 

environment are set in order to conduct and run the simulations.  

 

The following key steps are set: 

 

▪ General: In scale all measurements are set to mm since the model and mesh both have 

been created using the mm scale. Density-based calculation are preferred over pressure-

based calculations for high speed compressible flows and regarding that this project circuits 

hydrogen.  

▪ Models: Energy Equation is activated, and the viscous solving equation is set to Realizable 

K-Epsilon. The K solves the turbulent kinetic energy of the problem while Epsilon solves 

the turbulent dissipation rates. The near-wall treatment is kept as default which for K-

Epsilon is standard wall function.    

▪ Boundary conditions: The inlet velocity is set to be constant at 50 m/s and pressure 

extrapolated from the field. The outlet pressure is set to be constant at 200 000 Pa, 

considering the hydrogen gas needs to be decompressed to 200 000 Pa in order to enter 

the fuel cell with the highest efficiency. Velocity and temperature in the wall solids of the 

Tesla valve is determined by interpolation. In the walls the boundary condition of No-slip 

is applied. The turbulence intensity was pre-calculated to 6.09 %. The hydraulic diameter 

was designed in previous design steps to a measurement of 5 mm and the operating 

conditions for pressure is set to 0 Pa. 

 

 Validation of Independence check 
The error of the validation of independence should be less than 5 % to rely on achieving accurate 

results and this is done by simulating one designated geometry and calculating the error. The 

element size and error are calculated for both cross-sections, rectangular and circular, and the used 

profile is the multi-stage Tesla valve with a valve-to-valve distance of 30 mm. 

 

Before starting, some parameters are set in advance.  
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Inlet velocity = 50 m/s 

Gauge pressure outlet = 200 000 Pa 

 

Others need to be calculated before starting the simulations. The hydraulic diameter, 

DHydraulic
Cross−section: Circular (C) or Rectangular (R)

  , for example. 

 

DH
C =  

4A

P
=

4 ∗ d2

4 ∗  d
                                                             (18) 

DH
R =  

4A

P
=  

4 ∗  d2 ∗  π

4 ∗ d ∗  π
                                                    (19) 

 

A = area 

P = circumference 

d = diameter 

The turbulence intensity, %, needs to be calculated and is so accordingly: 

 

I =  
u′

uavg
= 0.16(ReDH

)
−

1
8                                                   (20) 

 

I = turbulence intensity  

u′= root-mean-square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations m/s 

uavg = mean velocity m/s 

ReDH
= Reynolds number for the hydraulic diameter 

 

In this paper we will calculate the turbulence intensity using Reynolds number for hydraulic 

diameter, which may be seen as below in Equation (21). 

 

 

ReDH =  
ρ ∗ u ∗  DH

μ
                                                           (21) 

 

ρ = density for hydrogen gas at 298 Kelvin, 0.0813 kg/m3  

u = inlet velocity set to 50 m/s 

DH = hydraulic diameter mm 

μ = viscosity of hydrogen gas 8.9153 * 10-6 Pa∗s 

 

After calculating these parameters, the Setup may be made, and simulations run. The Table 4 lists 

for which element sizes the simulations should be ran and calculated on. The element size initiated 

were chosen to 0.5 mm to both circular and rectangular cross-section and by moving along to 

lower element sizes the number of elements should be doubled, as one may read and understand 

from the Table 4. The next chosen element size (test X+1) was therefore the size that offered 

twice the number of elements as the previous one. 
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Table 4: Element Size and Number of Elements for the Models 

Cross-section Element size mm Number of elements 

Circular 0.5 411 004 

0.4 797 495 

0.32 1 563 939 

Rectangular 0.5 59 980 

0.395 123 630 

0.315 242 384 

 

As mentioned earlier, the error ought to be less than 5 % and the error is calculated accordingly: 

 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 −  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡
) ∗ 100 ≤ 5 %                      (22) 

 

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 . = Average area pressure acquired from test X   

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 = Average area pressure acquired from test X+1 

 

Once achieving an error less than 5 % the 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 that was used in that calculation may be 

used as the set element size for the simulations in this study.  

 

 Limitations in the Study  
One given limitation is the evaluation of the accuracy of the simulations run, affected of the 

element size. The model has been validated on an independency check given different element 

sizes and therefore different numbers of mesh elements, but the results can still, no matter how 

close the accuracy gets, be seen as close-up estimations of the real value. 

 

One restriction of the simulations is the 5 % boundary line for the evaluation of accuracy 

calculations. A boundary line even lower would have yielded more exact results but if so, the time 

needed to complete the validation of accuracy check would have had to be in consideration since 

it would have been more time consuming. As in many conducting studies the time and accuracy 

are often weighted towards each other, in a sense of either or. Either the time consummation is 

low and accuracy is stretched, or the other way around. 

 

One factor that may have an impact on the results and caused the values to vary is that the plotted 

monitors of velocity and pressure for convergence during the simulations were observed with the 

naked eye of the user. The models required a different value of iterations given their dissimilarities 

of geometry and each required individual time to reach convergence. Nevertheless, the readings of 

results may have contributed to a varying convergence for the simulation given the thought that all 

simulations were run of diverse iterations. In the light of being two users of the program as well, 

simulations may have varied in the time of calculation, leading to the solution of the different 

models to have reached a varying convergence and hence may cause an impact on the results. 

 

In the used segments of ANSYS 18.2; the DesignModeler, Workbench, Fluent and CFD, there are 

no known issues, limitations or documentation inaccuracies (KTH, 2013). However, FVM gives 
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an approximate solution of the problem and is a numerical approach to achieve the real results of 

the partial differential equations. The calculations for each single mesh element, denotes that there 

is no known value everywhere but only at some points. The accuracy of the changes of the variables 

is expressed by approximation and this may be seen as a limitation of the simulations (Thompson 

and Thompson, 2017). 
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4 Results and discussion 
 

 Results from the Validation of Independence check 
First of all, the hydraulic diameter mm was calculated. 

 

DH
C =  

4A

P
=

4 ∗ d2

4 ∗  d
=  

4 ∗  0.0052

4 ∗ 0.005
= 0.005                                      (23) 

DH
R =  

4A

P
=  

4 ∗  d2 ∗  π

4 ∗ d ∗  π
=

4 ∗  0.0052

4 ∗ 0.005
= 0.005                               (24) 

 

Considering that the hydraulic diameter for circular cross-section DH
C  and hydraulic diameter for 

rectangular cross-section DH
R  is derived to the same value, see Equation (23) and Equation (24), 

the following may be stated: 

 

DH
C =  DH

R =  DH                                                              (25) 

 

Regarding that the circular and rectangular cross-section possess’ the same value of hydraulic 

diameter the turbulence intensity factor will hence be the same, IC
298K =  IR

298K = I. 

 

The Reynolds number for the hydraulic diameter was calculated using Equation (21) inserted into 

Equation (20) to: 

 

I =  0.16 (
50 ∗ 0.005 ∗ 0.0813

8.9153 ∗ 10−6
)

−
1
8

= 0.0609 ≈ 6.09 %                 (26) 

 

The ran simulations yielded the following results of area average pressure: 

 
Table 5: Results from the Validation of Independence check 

Cross-section Element size mm Number of elements Area average pressure Pa 

Circular 0.5 411 004 200 733 

0.4 797 495 200 764 

0.32 1 563 939 200 797 

Rectangular 0.5 59 980 200 778 

0.395 123 630 200 799 

0.315 242 384 200 794 

 

The error is calculated for the six cases. 

 

The error, 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥− 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠−𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , for rectangular is derived from the three cases 

accordingly: 

 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟0.5−0.395
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟

= 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (
200 778 −  200 799

200 799
) ∗ 100 = 0.0104 ≈ 1.04 [%] < 5 %   (27) 
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𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟0.395−0.315
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟

= 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (
200 799 −  200 794

200 794
) ∗ 100 = 0.0024 ≈ 0.24 [%] < 5 %   (28) 

 

From above calculations one may conclude that 0.395 may be used as set element size for the 

rectangular cross-section profiles. 

 

For the circular cross-section the error is derived accordingly: 

 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟0.5−0.4
𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

200 733 −  200 764

200 764
) ∗ 100 = 0.0154 ≈  1.54 [%] < 5 %        (29) 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟0.4−0.32
𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

200 764 −  200 797

200 797
) ∗ 100 = 0.0164 ≈  1.64 [%] < 5 %        (30) 

 

One may conclude from above calculations that given the consideration that the error is lower than 

5 % in both cases, further investigation regarding element size do not need to be investigated. 

 

In conclusion, for the rectangular cross-section the element size that will be used is 0.395 mm and 

for the circular cross-section 0.4 mm, where the demands of error are met in both cases. 

 

 Results of Convergence  
In order to achieve accurate results besides setting a feasible mesh size, convergence of the 

simulations need to be reached. The study of convergence as the simulations ran along was 

monitored by plots of residuals; x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, K, Epsilon, energy and continuity. 

The residuals may be seen in Figure 14 in the same order as mentioned, where the value of residual 

(difference observed versus theoretical value), [-], is on the y-axis. The residuals should reach a low 

value for convergence, which may be seen on the y-axis of Figure 14, to obtain results that reflect 

the simulation accurately.   

 

 
Figure 14: Residual Plot for the CMS50 Valve 

 

In Figure 14, values below 1e-05 have been reached and the curves of velocity appear to level out 

horizontally, thus achieving a steady flow in the simulation. The energy and continuity reflect a 
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convergence behavior and K and Epsilon show of a value lower than 1e-07, the study of Nobakht 

et al (2013) verify that one may settle for convergence of the simulation when the residual values 

reach below 1e-05. 

 

Surface monitors may be applied to the simulation for monitoring the convergence thoroughly. 

Velocity in the outlet and pressure in the inlet was set as area-weighted monitor hence the boundary 

conditions of inlet velocity of 50 m/s and outlet pressure of 0.2 MPa. Once an area-weighted 

convergence has reached a steady state, results may be derived. The pressure converges faster than 

the velocity and once the velocity plot has converged the simulation may be stopped and results 

attained. 

 

 Results from Simulations  
Below are the acquired results from the simulations: 

 
Table 6: Results of the Single-stage Tesla Valves 

Single-stage Model Pressure-drop Pa Single-stage Model Pressure-drop Pa 

CSS5 648 RSS5 450 

CSS7 629 RSS7 435 

CSS9 611 RSS9 424 

CSS11 616 RSS11 412 

 
Table 7: Results of the Multi-stage Tesla Valves 

Multi-stage Model Pressure-drop Pa Multi-stage Model Pressure-drop Pa 

CMS30 1294 RMS30 1284 

CMS40 1461 RMS40 1275 

CMS50 1595 RMS50 1288 

CMS60 1720 RMS60 1334 

CMS70 1862 RMS70 1384 

 

 Discussion of the Single-stage Models 
The discussion of results for the single-stage models of the Tesla valve will begin with discussing 

the cross-sections different models and their yielded results and lastly compare the performance of 

the two cross-sections for the single-stage Tesla valve. 

 

4.4.1 The Rectangular Single-stage 
It may be seen for RSS5, RSS7, RSS9 and RSS11 in Appendix B of the two charts of velocity and 

pressure that when the velocity raises the pressure decreases and vice versa, as in unison to the 

Bernoulli equation. Table 6 reveals that the pressure-drop seems to decrease linearly with 

increasing inner curve radius and RSS5 displays of the highest yielded value of pressure-drop. The 

linear formula for the valve angle corroborates with the findings from the study of Truong and 

Nguyen (2003) and the study of Jin et al (2018), where the diodicity was derived to follow a linear 

pattern, which validates the results. 
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When comparing Figure A, Figure C, Figure E and Figure G of velocity contours in Appendix 

B, the velocity in the beginning of the Tesla valve is lower for RSS5 and then increases in that 

region as the inner curve radius increase. That phenomenon is also depicted comparing the orange 

areas, high velocity, in the first straight segment that widens as the inner curve radius increase. The 

raised velocity in the beginning indicates a lower pressure in that region and thus enabling a lower 

amplitude of pressure-drop throughout the entire model. The raised velocity in the first segment 

as the inner curve radius increases may be due to the straight segment being elongated as the width 

of the loop extends, allowing for acceleration in the straight segment. In Figure A the loop is 

characterized by a lower velocity, the green area, than in Figure C, Figure E and Figure G where 

a larger area of yellow stretches as the inner curve radius increase. In the loop of Figure A, a small 

area of blue is shown, indicating a low velocity and thus a high pressure, yielding from the Bernoulli 

equation. From Figure A, Figure C, Figure E and Figure G one may distinguish a blue area in 

the beginning of the last straight segment in the upper wall that decreases and a red area stretching 

out as the inner curve radius increase. The stretching of the red area indicates a higher velocity and 

a lower pressure, suggesting in Figure A the pressure and velocity reaches a balance of steady flow 

faster than in Figure C, Figure E and Figure G and thus yield a lower pressure faster.  

 

For the Figure B, Figure D, Figure F and Figure H in Appendix C, there is a red area of high 

pressure distributed in the beginning of the first straight segment, and as the inner curve radius 

increases the area stretches out, denoting a lower capability of decreasing the pressure in that region 

as the loop gets wider from a larger inner curve radius, thus making the straight segment longer. 

In the beginning of the division into two streams, a yellow area may be distinguished, and the area 

contracts as the inner curve radius increases, suggesting a lower impact on the fluid in that segment 

as the inner curve radius increases. The pressure in the loop of the figures Figure B, Figure D, 

Figure F and Figure H resembles each other but in the beginning of the last straight segment at 

the upper wall, the pressure lowers, which corroborates with the findings from the increased 

velocity in those same areas from Figure A, Figure C, Figure E and Figure G, when the inner 

curve radius decreases, which satisfies the Bernoulli equation. The last straight segment in Figure 

B is depicted by a larger area of blue than in Figure D, Figure F and Figure H, demonstrating a 

lower pressure which collaborates with the higher velocity found in that region of Figure A 

compared to Figure C, Figure E and Figure G.  

 

Examining the velocity charts of the rectangular single-stage, Chart A, Chart C, Chart E and 

Chart G in Appendix B, Tesla valves one may distinguish that as the inner curve radius increases 

the minimum of the graph becomes wider, even introducing a new straight segment of the 

minimum, and by that denoting a lower velocity for a longer time-period, and consequently a higher 

pressure in those regions. Chart A is read as the one with the highest velocity in its minimum of 

the velocity charts, suggesting the lowest pressure in that region.  

 

The minimum from the velocity charts corresponds with the findings in the pressure charts, Chart 

B, Chart D, Chart F and Chart H in Appendix B, where the pressure is decreasing in the region 

of minimum as the inner curve radius increases. One may also characterize from the pressure charts 

that as the inner curve radius increases the drop of pressure is more and more shifted of happening 

at lower pressures, thus reducing the process of dropping the pressure efficient. In Chart A the 

drop is achieved over the highest interval of pressure acknowledged and fairly quickly as the drop 
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begins from around 0,204 MPa and is finished just under 0,2 MPa. The drop in Chart C ends just 

under 0,2 MPa as well, but the drop is initiated at a lower pressure than in Chart A. In Chart E 

and Chart G the drop is both initiated at a lower pressure and finished at higher pressures.   

 

     
Figure 15: Pressure Charts for RSS5 to the left and RSS11 to the right  

 

The stretching of areas of velocity and pressure as the inner curve radius increases or decreases 

depict a linear relation between the geometries, as suggested from Table 6 and prior research 

results.  

 

The findings from the study of Jin et al (2018) similarly showed of increased performance with a 

small inner curve radius and that the changes in pressure-drop were fairly small during lower 

velocities than 100 m/s. 

 

Of the rectangular single-stage Tesla valves the RSS5 yields the highest pressure-drop. One reason 

may be due to the more concentrated and rapid loop in its geometry, causing the two divided 

streams to collide fiercer given the consideration that the loop almost directs the stream that comes 

from the loop to the opposite direction than the other stream, triggering a harder collision between 

the two streamlines. As the inner curve radius increases the direction of the stream in the loop is 

more and more being redirected to a perpendicular direction, due to the increased width of the 

loop, towards the other streamline. The streamline from the loop is almost directed to the same 

direction as the streamline going in the straight segment instead of the loop, causing less collision 

and less interference between the streamlines, leading to a lower pressure-drop achieved.  

 

A large angle in the beginning leads to a more coarser return angle, resembling the phenomena of 

interfering with the other streamline, that went the straight segment, rougher in geometries with a 

small inner curve radius as mentioned above. The smaller the inner curve radius the bigger the loop 

and when the radius increases simply the width of the loop expands, and not the loop itself. 
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4.4.2 The Circular Single-stage  
In Table 6 the pressure-drop from the circular single-stage Tesla valves depicts, as for the 

rectangular one, a linear pattern approach where the pressure-drop decreases as the inner curve 

radius increase. Nevertheless, the last sample, CSS11 deviates the pattern and generated a higher 

pressure-drop than CSS9. The geometry difference between the two is however small and one 

reason may be because of the phenomena mentioned in section 3.8 Limitations in the Study that 

the convergence of the plots was measured by the naked eye and that it was two users measuring 

individually, thus creating for space of insecurities and variations of convergence of the results.  

 

The charts of velocity found in Appendix F resemble each other but open up for dissimilarities 

upon the rising of the minimum. In Chart A, Chart E and Chart G, the graph takes on an extra 

step upon climbing, sort of delaying the rising of velocity, however, CSS5 in Chart A depicts the 

most rapid and straight line of mounting from the minimum. The interval of x during the minimum, 

length of traveled velocity in the model, is the shortest in Chart A, suggesting the fastest drop and 

rise of velocity. The end point of the raised graph from the minimum, however, is increasing as 

the inner curve radius increase, in Chart A it ends up at around 58 m/s and in Chart G 72 m/s. 

This insinuates the pressure dropping, but as quick as the velocity increases so does it fall down 

again and the charts level out to approximately the same value.   

 

In the charts of the pressure, Chart B, Chart D, Chart F and Chart H in Appendix F, one may 

distinguish the top before the drop to be decreased in value as the inner curve radius increases. In 

Chart B the pressure drops from around 0,205 MPa and for Chart H around 0,2045 MPa. The 

diverseness is small, but the graphs indicate the approach for a linear pattern. The graphs 

consequently verify for the Bernoulli equation in the minimum where its value is the highest in 

Chart B and keeps decreasing as the inner curve radius increase, corroborating with findings from 

the velocity charts.  

 

    
Figure 16: Pressure Charts for CSS5 to the left and CSS11 to the right 

 

The contours of velocity of the models found in Appendix G propose an increased velocity in the 

first straight segment as the inner curve radius increases, the CSS5 to be portrayed with green areas 
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and a yellow area of higher velocity stretching out as the geometry expands. Once entering the loop 

in the straight segment, a line of blue, low velocity, may be visible in the upper wall and thinning 

as the inner curve radius increases, insinuating that for small inner curve radius’ the entered velocity 

in the loop is low. In the last straight segment, the contours are characterized by an orange area 

stretching out as the inner curve radius increases, proposing lower pressure according to the 

Bernoulli equation.   

 

The pressure read by the pressure contours in Appendix G verifies the above discussions of 

velocity but do not show of any major difference of pressure distribution between the four 

geometries. One exception is the orange area of high pressure in the loop, which is the widest in 

the CSS5 and thins out into a yellow area as the geometries stretches up to CSS11. The pressure 

distributions read from the contours in the loop proposes that the pressure is affected the most by 

CSS5, where the distribution of pressure in the loop depict high pressure all the way and levels out 

to a lower pressure. In the enlarging geometries the pressure is not affected as effectually and a 

lower pressure is already achieved before leaving the loop, showing of yellow areas in the end of 

the arc tunnel. The lower pressure in the upper wall in the beginning of the last straight segment is 

also decreasing as the inner curve radius increases, insinuating a less proficient capability of 

dropping the pressure by the arc tunnel.  

 

4.4.3 The Rectangular and Circular Single-stage Compared 
In Table 6 it may be established that the circular single-stages to yield higher pressure-drops than 

the rectangular single-stages, almost a 200 Pa difference given that the same inner radius of the two 

cross sections is examined. 

 

Portraying the velocity charts of the rectangular against the circular single-stage Tesla valves they 

resemble each other and yet possesses their differences. A similarity is the introduction of an extra 

straight segment rising from the minimum in the models of radius’ 9 and 11 mm. In Chart E and 

Chart G in Appendix F, one more drop may be distinguished which sets the charts apart from 

the others.  
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Figure 17: Velocity Charts for the CSS5 to the left and RSS5 to the right 

 

In the pressure charts one may distinguish the circular single-stages in Appendix G to reduce the 

pressure from a higher value compared to the rectangular single-stages in Appendix C. The 

straight line of the graph before dropping the pressure is rising to higher values of pressure for the 

rectangular models before the drop unlike the circular models that has a negligible rise before the 

drop and keep the pressure steady at a low value. The last segment before reaching 0,2 MPa is 

depicted as a straight line declining for the circular models while it is displayed as an arced curve 

for the rectangular models, initiated raising the pressure and slowly reducing it causing a less 

effectual capability of dropping the pressure in an overall perspective. 

 

     
Figure 18: Pressure Charts for the CSS5 to the left and RSS5 to the right 

 

In the distribution of velocity, the rectangular models in Appendix C depict a higher velocity at 

the entrance upon flowing into the arc tunnel whereas the velocity slows down remarkably in the 

loop for the circular models found in Appendix G. Figure A in Appendix G displays the greatest 

distribution of blue areas, low velocity, in the segment of the loop and the circular models portrays 

a lower velocity in the upper wall of the last straight segment compared to the rectangular models, 

indicated a more proficient reduction of pressure from the loop. The velocity in the last straight 

segment is characterized as the fastest one in the rectangular models, suggesting a lower pressure 

found in that region according to the Bernoulli equation. The orange and red areas stretch a great 

deal further in that region of the rectangular models related to the circular models. The distribution 

of velocity in the velocity contours suggest the pressure-drop for the circular models to primarily 

take place in the loop segment and for the rectangular models of happening in the loop but 

consequently after it as well, allowing a less proficient reduction of pressure in the loop compared 

to the circular models.  

 

The main dissimilarities between the two cross-sections is to be examined comparing the pressure 

contours in Appendix C and Appendix G. The circular models in Appendix G are characterized 

by a high pressure in the first straight segment, which could be derived from the Bernoulli equation 
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when studying the velocity contours. Further on, the pressure decreases upon arriving to the arc 

tunnel displayed by the yellow areas whilst the pressure is kept at a high value in the rectangular 

models in that region with a trivial segment of the yellow distribution. The pressure distribution in 

the loop is displayed at lower values for the circular models compared to the rectangular models in 

Appendix C where a large area in that region of red dominates. In the rectangular models the last 

straight segment contains a wide area of green distribution of pressure and for the circular models 

an area of turquoise and blue is stretching out, suggesting lower pressure. The variance may be 

because the occurrence of reducing the pressure is still an on-going process in the last straight 

segment for the rectangular models whilst the pressure has already dropped fairly nicely before 

entering the last straight segment in the circular models. The turquoise and blue areas in the circular 

models of the last straight segment suggest a more stable and steady flow of low pressure and 

indicated by the region of an all blue area depicted in the last end of the model, proposes a balanced 

and low-valued pressure out. 

 

 Discussion of the Multi-stage Models 
The discussion of results for the multi-stage models of the Tesla valve will begin with discussing 

the cross-sections different models and their yielded results and lastly compare the performance of 

the two cross-sections for the multi-stage Tesla valve. 

 

4.5.1 The Rectangular Multi-stage 
If examining RMS40, RMS50, RMS60 and RMS70 in Table 7, the pressure-drop seems to follow 

a linear pattern regarding an increased size of the valve-to-valve distance. The linear pattern may 

be recognized in a study by Truong and Nguyen (2003), whom could correspondingly derive linear 

formulas for the straight segments, the valve-to-valve distance, in their study of optimizing 

geometry parameters. 

 

The pressure-drop of RMS30 however, is larger than for RMS40, thus not tailing the linear pattern 

approach. One reason could be that when around small sizes of the valve-to-valve distance, the 

change of pressure-drop between close dimensions of geometry, such as RMS30 and RMS40, may 

be negligible.   

 

In the contours of velocity found in Appendix E for the rectangular multi-stage Tesla valve, the 

RMS30 is characterized by portraying the largest distribution of low velocity in the straight 

segments parallel with the loops and red areas in the last segments after the loop that stretches the 

furthest. As the valve-to-valve distance increases the velocity may become available to reach a 

balance before entering the next valve, suggested from the longer areas of stable yellow in the 

straight segments before the loop, as the distance increases. One reason may additionally be 

because of geometries with a shorter valve-to-valve distance, the streamline is entering the next 

loop possessing an acceleration, the red areas illustrated, from the previous loop and hence making 

an impact on the next pressure-drop segment, loop. In the geometries with a longer valve-to-valve 

distance this acceleration has time to reach a balance with the slower velocity met from the other 

streamline and thus entering the next loop with a lower entrance of velocity, which confirms with 

findings from the circular single-stage Tesla valve. That corresponds to the Bernoulli equation as 
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entering with a higher pressure and hence enabling a greater pressure-drop through the loop, which 

may be depicted in the contours of velocity and in Table 7. 

 

A common factor for all contours of pressure distribution found in Appendix E is that each 

segment of the Tesla valve has the overall same pressure distribution in that same region. A 

difference noted as the valve-to-valve distance increases conversely, is as of the second loop where 

the pressure lowers and is being depicted by more green and turquoise areas in RMS70, rather than 

yellow as in the shorter valve-to-valve distance geometries. The pressure is at a greater speed 

lowered in the larger geometries which enables a lower pressure at the minimum value of the 

pressure drop.  

 

In Chart A in Appendix D the amplitude of the minimums is at a lower value than the other 

velocity charts found in Appendix D for the circular multi-stage and the maximums at a lower 

interval of sustaining high velocity, suggesting lower capabilities of dropping the pressure 

efficiently. As the valve-to-valve distance increases the minimums are shifted towards lower values 

and is also dropping at higher values, proposing a larger pressure-drop and consequently better 

efficiency of it. It may be distinguished that as the distance increases the velocity in the first straight 

segment of the geometry is raised earlier, comparing Chart A where the first local maximum is 

around 55 m/s and in Chart G around 62 m/s, following a lower pressure in those regions as the 

distance increase due to the Bernoulli equation. The graphs also suggest a more stable and 

continuous pattern as the distance increase, as insinuated when examining the velocity contours.     

 

In the pressure charts found in Appendix D the drop of each graphs is read as becoming steeper 

as the valve-to-valve distance increases, comparing Chart B where the graph has a lower incline 

when dropping than in Chart H where the graph is dropping almost vertically. The vertical drops 

propose a more proficient capability of reducing the pressure and at a faster pace.  

 

     
Figure 19: Pressure Charts for the RMS30 to the left and RMS70 to the right 
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The multi-stage Tesla valves yields a higher pressure-drop than the single-stage Tesla valves, as in 

unison with the findings of the study of Thompson et al, that the performance increases in the 

usage of multi-stage Tesla valves (Thompson et al, 2014).  

 

RMS70 is the model that returns the highest pressure-drop. The geometry offers longer straight 

segments, thus allowance for the velocity to be balanced and kept at a lower entering pace in the 

next loops. The amplitude of the velocity of RMS70 is greater than the other geometries, both 

value of maximum and minimum, enhancing a superior pressure-drop achieved. The pressure is 

additionally dropped steeper, funding a more proficient capability of reducing the pressure. The 

charts of velocity depict a higher pressure found in in loops of the larger geometries compared to 

the smaller valve-to-valve distances, indicating an enhanced capability to drop the pressure through 

the valves. The higher pressure found streaming through the loops also displays a better ability to 

direct the stream in the arced direction and thus dropping the pressure. 

 

4.5.2 The Circular Multi-stage 
In Table 7 one may distinguish a linear pattern of yielded pressure-drop for CMS30, CMS40, 

CMS50, CMS60 and CMS70, rising in value as the geometry expands. Stated in the previous section 

the findings of the study of Truong and Nguyen (2003) vouch for the linear appearance in the 

increase of the valve-to-valve distance. 

 

In the charts of velocity for the circular multi-stage found in Appendix H, the graphs resemble 

each other but zooming in and examining the position of the minimums, a climb is displayed in 

value as the valve-to-valve distance increases. In Chart A the second minimum is located at around 

15 m/s and in Chart I around 20 m/s, suggesting a higher pressure found in the segments acquiring 

the minimum in the models, which may be derived to be the loops. A high pressure in the loops 

equals a proficient ability to direct flow of high pressure going in the arced direction and there drop 

the pressure skillfully while passing through. The displays of the maximums of the charts varies 

widely in terms of graphic path. The maximums in Chart A are characterized by uneven routes 

and events, Chart G by pointy tops and Chart I of lean and more horizontal lines. Maximums of 

even and lean character propose a more stable and steady flow throughout the model with events 

repeating themselves as the fluid moves along instead of behaving differently than before whenever 

reaching a previous met geometry on the way.    

 

In Chart A the values of the minimums as the fluid moves along the model are reduced almost 

linearly, and as the valve-to-valve distance increases the minimums level out to being positioned 

around the same value of the y-axis, the velocity in m/s. 

 

In the pressure charts of the circular multi-stage found in Appendix H the first endpoint of the 

graph may be distinguish as rising in value as the valve-to-valve distance increases. In Chart B the 

graph begins at around the pressure of 0,2013 MPa and in Chart J at 0,2018 MPa. The greatest 

drop in the sense of pressure on the y-axis for the first drop of the graphs may be found in Chart 

H, covering almost 500 Pa with Chart J tailing after covering barely 500 Pa. However, the graph 

of Chart H is depicted as possessing horizontal steps between the drops whereas the graph in 

Chart J has a coarser decline between the drops. The findings of these, almost points of terrace, 
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horizontal segments may be notable in Chart B, Chart D and Chart H. Chart F stands out as 

depicting an enhanced decline between the drops similarly to the findings of Chart J.  

 

     
Figure 20: Pressure Charts for the CMS30 to the left and CMS70 to the right 

 

Nevertheless, the curve of the graph in Chart J is displayed as the most stable and continuous in 

the terms of repeated and alike events throughout the model, of all charts of pressure, and hence 

corroborate with the findings of the velocity charts.   

 

The contours of velocity of the circular multi-stage found in Appendix I possess’ few 

dissimilarities. What may be read is that the velocity in the first straight segment before entering 

the first loop is elongated as the valve-to-valve distance increase. This phenomenon is due to the 

increased valve-distance enabling the fluid to sustain the raised velocity for a longer path as the 

geometry expands, which make a logical sense. The opportunity of sustaining, and maybe even 

accelerating, the velocity in the straight segments creates for an increased velocity in the last straight 

segment of the CMS70 compared to the smaller geometries and as the Bernoulli equation states, 

the pressure must hence be lower for CMS70 in that region.  

 

Before entering the loop and the straight segment parallel to the loop, the pressure contours in 

Appendix I are characterized by an orange area of high-pressure distribution. One may distinguish 

the area stretching out, covering more space, as the valve-to-valve distance increases, indicating 

achieving a lower pressure in that region as the geometry expands. The lower pressure from the 

first loop will have an influence on the fluids movements throughout the rest of the model and 

thus the first loop has a large impact on the outcome results and the model’s performance. The 

last straight segment is depicted as possessing the lowest pressure as the valve-to-valve distance 

increase given the reason previously mentioned as a counteract due to the Bernoulli equation of a 

higher velocity available to reach as the geometry expands.  
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4.5.3 The Rectangular and Circular Multi-stage Compared 
In Table 7 the results attained from the simulations comparing rectangular to circular cross-section 

varies extensively. In the model of a valve-to-valve distance of 40 mm the two cross-sections yield 

almost the same pressure-drop but as the valve-to-valve distance increase they start to differ widely. 

The circular models rise in values of pressure-drop where 125 Pa is the lowest increase of pressure 

and 167 Pa the highest. For the rectangular models the lowest increase in pressure is, if excluding 

the change of pressure-drop between RMS30 and RMS40 that do not fulfil the linear pattern, 13 

Pa and highest 50 Pa, a large difference compared to the circular models. Hence, the circular models 

display an enhanced ability to drop the pressure as its geometry expands while the rectangular 

models’ performance is low affected of their geometry.  

 

Table 7 correspondingly distinguish a higher pressure-drop for the circular models and comparing 

the cross-sections of the geometries one will earn a better worth of the models choosing circular 

than rectangular, with a greatest difference of pressure-drop of the same valve-to-valve distance 

between the two cross-sections of 478 Pa.  

 

In the charts of velocity for the multi-stage Tesla valves the graphs of the rectangular models found 

in Appendix D, reach a higher value of maximums than the velocity charts of the circular models 

found in Appendix H, indicating a lower pressure. The difference however is that the graphs 

decline roughly after the maximums, losing velocity, whereas the circular models are covering a 

smaller area of velocity-span around their maximums, proposing a more stable flow. One important 

dissimilarity between the rectangular and circular cross-section is the end of the curve of the graph. 

In the rectangular models the last endpoint finish with an incline and for the circular models with 

a decline. The incline of velocity suggests a reduction of pressure and vice versa, which in would 

yield a lower pressure in the end for the circular models compared with the rectangular models.  

 

      
Figure 21: Velocity Charts for the CMS70 to the left and RMS70 to the right 

 

In the pressure charts the first endpoint of the graphs, comparing the circular models in Appendix 

H and rectangular models in Appendix D, offer a great variance. In the circular models the value 
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of the first point of the graph increase as the geometry expands, in Chart B in Appendix H the 

first point is around 0,2013 MPa and in Chart J in Appendix H almost up touching 0,2019 MPa 

whereas the location of the first point for the rectangular models are quite alike. When the valve-

to-valve distance increase the incline of the graphs for the circular models become more rough and 

steeper while the graphs of the rectangular models follow a stair-like route. The incline in the 

circular cross-section suggest an enhanced drop of the pressure, steeper events, than for the 

rectangular models.  

 

     
Figure 22: Pressure Charts for the CMS70 to the left and RMS70 to the right 

 

One counteracts found in the charts of pressure that may be derived from the findings of the 

velocity charts is the curve of the last endpoint of the graphs in Appendix D and Appendix H. It 

is displayed as decreasing in value and declining for the circular models in Appendix H and to 

increase and level out for the rectangular models in Appendix D. The path of increasing and level 

out may be seen as more insecure than simply declining due to the fact that the pressure is 

increasing and then needs to be dropped instead of continuously dropping.  

 

The steepest drop of pressure may be examined in Chart J in Appendix H which vouch for the 

findings in Table 7.    

 

What meets the eye firstly in the examination of velocity contours of the two cross-sections in 

Appendix E and Appendix I is the larger area of yellow distribution of velocity in the circular 

models in Appendix I while the rectangular models in Appendix E are in a larger variety depicted 

with red, high velocity, and green, low velocity, areas. One may resemble the contours of Figure 

C and Figure E in Appendix E to Figure A and Figure C in Appendix I due to the similarities 

of velocity distribution. For the circular models the loss of velocity as the contours indicate 

proposes a higher pressure in the straight segment. Worth bearing in mind is the display of green 

areas in the rectangular models. Green displays a lower velocity and hence a greater pressure, the 

rectangular models are characterized by a combination of red and green areas in the straight 

segments whereas it is covered by yellow area for the circular models. The combination of red and 
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green areas suggests an unstable flow with a mix of high and low velocity while the flow follows 

more of a steady state in the circular models. 

 

The findings in Table 7 correspondingly imply a likewise process in the dropping of pressure for 

the four models; CMS30, CMS40, RMS60 and RMS70, considering their closeness in value of the 

pressure-drop, hence indicating a greater performance for the smaller geometries of circular 

compared to the larger geometries of the rectangular cross-section.    

 

One distinct dissimilarity when examining the pressure contours is the larger area of orange just 

before the first loop in the circular models in Appendix I. The same region for the rectangular 

models in Appendix E displays a very low covered area of orange whereas it is widely stretched 

in both directions for the circular. The general path of dropping the pressure throughout the model 

is similar although the circular models are characterized to achieve a lower pressure in all 

contributing parts compared to the rectangular ones. The second loop is characterized by yellow 

distribution for the rectangular models while it is rather displayed of sustaining a lighter green area 

for the circular models, denoting an already lower pressure flowing through the circular models 

compared to the rectangular. 

 

In the last straight segment, instantly before flowing out of the model, a blue area may be depicted 

in the circular models and vacant for the rectangular models. This suggest a lower pressure achieved 

going out of the model, hence a greater performance which corroborates with pre-findings from 

Table 7.   

 

The results and discussion return that as the geometry expands in the sense of valve-to-valve 

distance, the first loop of the MSTV returns a lower pressure and hence the pressure will be lower 

in the overall model compared to smaller geometries of Tesla valves. The impact of the first loop 

will set the behavior in the rest of the model as the fluid passes through. 

 

 Discussion of Impact due to Cross-section and Number of Stages in 
the Tesla Valve  

Given the results of the two different cross-sections one easy conclusion to derive is that the 

circular cross-section offers enhanced efficiency for achieving a high pressure-drop. In the section 

of 4.3 Results from Simulations in Table 6 and Table 7, the table reveals that for models with 

the same geometric parameters but different cross-section, the circular one yields a higher pressure-

drop than the rectangular one. For the single valve cross-section, CSS5, CSS7 and CSS9 show a 

pressure-drop of about 44 % better than the rectangular models with the corresponding radius. In 

the last sample of the single-stages with radius of 11 mm, the circular model displayed almost a 50 

% higher pressure-drop than the rectangular one. The best performing radius was derived to be 5 

mm, and the difference between the circular and the rectangular cross-section for this radius was 

198 Pa, in favor to the circular one. 

 

If the same comparison is done for the multi-stage Tesla valves, it is possible to depict that the 

longer the valve-to-valve distance becomes, the better the circular cross-section performs 

compared to the rectangular one in Table 7. For instance, if the MSTV with 30 mm valve-to-valve 
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distance for both cross-sections are compared, the circular model showed less than 1 % better 

results than the rectangular one. If the cross-sections of the valve-to-valve distance that yielded the 

highest pressure-drop is put against each other, which was 70 mm, the circular model performs 

34.5 % better than the rectangular one. In the same case, the difference of achieved pressure-drop 

between the circular and rectangular cross-section was 478 Pa, in favor to the circular one.  

 

It may also be seen that the number of stages introduce an impact on the pressure-drop. Increased 

number of valves in a row portrays an enhanced performance of dropping the pressure. However, 

worth bearing in mind is that the multi-stage valves was only simulated with possessing a 5 mm 

inner curve radius in their geometry. If examining the results collected from CMS50 and CSS5, 

which possess the same geometric parameters except for the number of valves repeated, CMS50 

displayed a pressure-drop almost 2.5 times greater than CSS5. Same goes for the rectangular cross-

section if results of RSS5 is compared to the results of RMS50, the latter one showing almost a 2.9 

times superior result. This indicates that the number of valves repeated in a row has a larger impact 

than the other tested parameters of interest in this study. The same findings were found in the 

study by Thompson et al (2014), that an increased number of repeated valves in a row for a MSTV 

yielded an increased performance. 
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

Of the rectangular single-stage Tesla valves the RSS5 yields the highest pressure-drop. The circular 

single-stage Tesla valves indicates in unison as with the rectangular cross-section of a linear relation 

between the inner curve radius and performance. The CSS5 yielded the highest pressure-drop 

comparing the models of the two cross-section and proposed to offer the most efficient capability 

of dropping the pressure. 

 

For the multi-stages, the RMS70 returns the highest pressure-drop for the rectangular models. 

Comparing the two cross-sections, the path of the flow of the CMS70 is derived to experience a 

more stable and steady flow than RMS70, which may be confirmed in the velocity charts where the 

minimums level out to a stable value as the geometry expands. The pressure-drop may be displayed 

as yielding its highest drop in CMS70 comparing the multi-stage Tesla valves.  

 

The circular models portray a greater yielded pressure-drop and an enhanced capability of reducing 

the pressure efficiently throughout the model compared to the rectangular models for both single-

stage and multi-stage Tesla valves. The difference of yielded pressure-drops is of great significance 

to examine the impact of designated cross-sections and from these simulations the circular cross-

section depict a more efficient capability of reducing the pressure of the fluid entering the Tesla 

valve model. The circular models are concluded to yield a superior pressure-drop than the models 

of rectangular cross-section and CMS70 yields the overall best pressure-drop. 

 

The results harvested from the simulation showed that a circular cross-section performed a greater 

pressure-drop than the rectangular one. This was the case for all of the tested models when all the 

parameters except the cross-section were the same. The best performing multi-stage valve for both 

cross-sections were the ones with valve-to-valve distance of 70 mm, CMS70 showed a 478 Pa 

higher pressure-drop which represents a 34.5 % increase of pressure drop compared to RMS70.  

 

The aim of the investigation was to examine three geometry parameters of the Tesla valve that 

could be optimized in order to achieve an enhanced capability of energy efficient usage in the 

application of hydrogen fuel cells. The study was carried out by numerical methods in 

computational fluid dynamics simulations. If the renewable energy source hydrogen could be 

implemented into the car fleet as a competitive alternative to fossil fuel the reduced negative 

impacts on the environment, the greenhouse effect and air pollution, would be significant.  

 

In pursuance of applying hydrogen in cars a pressure-drop is needed to be achieved between the 

tank and the fuel cell, which would lead to a higher storage and increased mileage in the tank. The 

parameters of the Tesla valve examined were the inner curve radius of a single-stage Tesla valve, 

the valve-to-valve distance of a multi-stage Tesla valve and the impact on performance due to 

applied cross-section. 

 

The findings were that in general the circular cross-section performed superior than the rectangular 

cross-section, at all comparisons yielded higher pressure-drops. In the multi-stage Tesla valves, the 

performance increased with largening geometry, valve-to-valve distance, for both cross-sections 

and CMS70 outshined all the other models, including circular and rectangular.  
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Results and findings of the single-stage Tesla valves were derived that for a small inner curve radius 

the performance increases, models with an inner curve radius of 5 mm performing the best. The 

circular cross-section yielded better results than the rectangular cross-section. 

The multi-stage Tesla valves accomplished higher pressure-drops than the single-stage Tesla valves, 

almost triple the performance. 

 

For producing Tesla valves in order to achieve a high pressure-drop it may be recommended to 

use a circular cross-section, small inner curve radius and a great valve-to-valve distance. 

 

 Recommendations for Future Work 
In this study three geometry parameters of the Tesla valve were investigated: the inner curve radius 

for single-stage Tesla valve, the valve-to-valve distance for multi-stage Tesla valve and the impact 

of chosen cross-section of the Tesla valve. Results were derived and conclusions made but there 

are many possibilities in the area of researching further on the impacts, benefits and disadvantages. 

The behavior of the flow should be investigated to examine the impact on the flow rate and 

Reynolds number due to the cross-section.  

 

The study of Thompson et al corroborates needs of further investigating the effects of using multi-

stage Tesla valve (Thompson et al, 2014). The varied parameters were valve-to-valve distance, 

number of Tesla valves in a row composing a multi-stage Tesla valve and Reynolds number. If 

combining that study with an examination of cross-section and yielded flow rate results may 

propose an optimal design for achieving high performance. 

 

The valve-to-valve distance may be further investigated as to how long the distance may be 

stretched until reached opposite desired results. Mentioned in the section 5 Conclusions, the 

CMS70 yielded the superior result of achieved pressure-drop but how large can the geometry 

expand until production or appliance of the product is no longer able, due to cost or lack of space? 

If an optimal valve-to-valve distance may be derived in the sense of a large length, production 

could be more cost-efficient and cheaper if less valves were needed. Research, however, of an 

optimal length needs to be conducted in order to be able to conclude the most efficient valve-to-

valve distance in sense of production, cost and space available in the application. 

 

The utilization space of Tesla valves is often limited to a restricted area, for example space between 

tank and the fuel cell for dropping the pressure. If applying a multi-stage Tesla valve the valve-to-

valve distance, number of Tesla valves but also the pattern of Tesla valves located on the valve 

need to be examined. The pattern of Tesla valves is in other words how close or far the loops of 

the Tesla valves are composed on the valve, for example a valve-to-valve distance of X mm and 

then maybe two or three loops successional to obtain an enhanced performance. The optimal 

design of Tesla valves successional, their alignment and their valve-to-valve distance may be of 

interest to pursue research of in order to optimize the performance on a limited space of 

positioning the valve in the area of utilization.   
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Truong and Nguyen also highlight the lack of a systematic method of optimizing the steady flow 

performance of the valve and researched the impact of internal wall length of the Tesla valve 

(Truong and Nguyen, 2003). A systematic method is stressed to dedicate research to in order to 

set up a method for deriving the optimal geometry. The design, quantity and alignment of Tesla 

valves is needed to be further researched on to optimize the flow, which Thompson et al also 

vouch for in their study (Thompson et al, 2011). 
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Appendix A 
Bachelor’s Thesis Project Schedule 

Tesla Valve for Hydrogen Decompression: Fluid Dynamics Analysis 

Time Context Person Mark 

March 18th  Warming Up 
Mathilda, Elias, 

Cong-wei, Zhi-xin, Jin-yuan 
 

March 19th  
Related Literature 

Sending 
Zhi-xin  

March 20th Internet Assist Cong-wei  
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Literature Reading Mathilda, Elias Zhi-xin 

Software Fluent Learning Mathilda, Elias 
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Culture Program Mathilda, Elias 
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wei 
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Mathilda, Elias, 

Cong-wei, Zhi-xin, Jin-yuan 
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Prepare Presentation Mathilda, Elias 

Zhi-xin, 

Cong-
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Pre-check 

Mathilda, Elias, 

Cong-wei, Zhi-xin, Jin-yuan 
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Presentation in ZJU 

106 

Mathilda, Elias, 

Cong-wei, Zhi-xin, Jin-yuan 

 And Related professors 

11:00 am 

May 11th-May 15th  Culture Program Mathilda, Elias 
Cong-

wei 

May 14 th Thesis submittance Mathilda, Elias 11:59 pm 

May 20 th 
Final Presentation at 

KTH 
Mathilda, Elias 08:30 am 

June 10 th Final submittance Mathilda, Elias  
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Appendix B 
Post-processing Results of Charts for Rectangular Single-stage 
 

                           

   
Chart A: Velocity distribution chart for RSS5               Chart B: Pressure distribution chart for RSS5 

 

 

                                  

     
Chart C: Velocity distribution chart for RSS7              Chart D: Pressure distribution chart for RSS7 
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Chart E: Velocity distribution chart for RSS9              Chart F: Pressure distribution chart for RSS9    

                                      
 

 

   
Chart G: Velocity distribution chart for RSS11             Chart H: Pressure distribution chart for RSS11 
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Appendix C 
Post-processing Results of Figures for Rectangular Single-stage 
 

    
Figure A: Velocity distribution contour for RSS5 

 
 

 

 
Figure B: Pressure distribution contour for RSS5 
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Figure C: Velocity distribution contour for RSS7 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure D: Pressure distribution contour for RSS7 
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Figure E: Velocity distribution contour for RSS9 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure F: Pressure distribution contour for RSS9 
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Figure G: Velocity distribution contour for RSS11 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure H: Pressure distribution contour for RSS11 
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Appendix D 
Post-processing Results of Charts for Rectangular Multi-stage 

 
                              

   
Chart A: Velocity distribution chart for RMS30           Chart B: Pressure distribution chart for RMS30 
 
 

 
       

   
Chart C: Velocity distribution chart for RMS40           Chart D: Pressure distribution chart for RMS40 
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Chart E: Velocity distribution chart for RMS50            Chart F: Pressure distribution chart for RMS50 
 
 

 
    

    
Chart G: Velocity distribution chart for RMS60         Chart H: Pressure distribution chart for RMS60   
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Chart I: Velocity distribution chart for RMS70              Chart J: Pressure distribution chart for RMS70 
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Appendix E 
Post-processing Results of Figures for Rectangular Multi-stage 
 
 

 
Figure A: Velocity distribution contour for RMS30 

 

 

 

 
Figure B: Pressure distribution contour for RMS30 
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Figure C: Velocity distribution contour for RMS40 

 

 

 

 
Figure D: Pressure distribution contour for RMS40 
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Figure E: Velocity distribution contour for RMS50 

 

 

 

 
Figure F: Pressure distribution contour for RMS50 
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Figure G: Velocity distribution contour for RMS60 

 

 

 

 
Figure H: Pressure distribution contour for RMS60 
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Figure I: Velocity distribution contour for RMS70 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure J:  Pressure distribution contour for RMS70 
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Appendix F 
Post-processing Results of Charts for Circular Single-stage 

 
 

   
Chart A: Velocity distribution chart for CSS5                 Chart B: Pressure distribution chart for CSS5 

 
        
 

   
Chart C: Velocity distribution chart for CSS7                 Chart D: Pressure distribution chart for CSS7 
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Chart E: Velocity distribution chart for CSS9                 Chart F: Pressure distribution chart for CSS9 

 
 
      

   
Chart G: Velocity distribution chart for CSS11             Chart H: Pressure distribution chart for CSS11 
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Appendix G 
Post-processing Results of Figures for Circular Single-stage  
 
 

 
Figure A: Velocity distribution contour for CSS5 

 
 
 

 
Figure B: Pressure distribution contour for CSS5 
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Figure C: Velocity distribution contour for CSS7 

 

 

 

 
Figure D: Pressure distribution contour for CSS7 
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Figure E: Velocity distribution contour for CSS9 

 

 

 

 
Figure F: Pressure distribution contour for CSS9 
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Figure G: Velocity distribution contour for CSS11 

 

 

 

 
Figure H: Pressure distribution contour for CSS11 
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Appendix H 
Post-processing Results of Charts for Circular Multi-stage 
 

 

     
Chart A: Velocity distribution chart for CMS30           Chart B: Pressure distribution chart for CMS30 

 
 
  

   
Chart C: Velocity distribution chart for CMS40           Chart D: Pressure distribution chart for CMS40 
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Chart E: Velocity distribution chart for CMS50           Chart F: Pressure distribution chart for CMS50 

       
 
 

   
Chart G: Velocity distribution chart for CMS60           Chart H: Pressure distribution chart for CMS60
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Chart I: Velocity distribution chart for CMS70             Chart J: Pressure distribution chart for CMS70 
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Appendix I 
Post-processing Results of Figures for Circular Multi-stage 

 
 

 
Figure A: Velocity distribution contour for CMS30 

 

 

 

 
Figure B: Pressure distribution contour for CMS30 
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Figure C: Velocity distribution contour for CMS40 

 

 

 

 
Figure D: Pressure distribution contour for CMS40 
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Figure E: Velocity distribution contour for CMS50 

 

 

 

 
Figure F: Pressure distribution contour for CMS50 
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Figure G: Velocity distribution contour for CMS60 

 

 

 

 
Figure H: Pressure distribution contour for CMS60 
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Figure I: Velocity distribution contour for CMS70 

 

 

 

 
Figure J: Velocity distribution contour for CMS70 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 


